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(Notation Vote)August 13, 1985 SECY-85-272

For:

From:

The Commissioners

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SubJect: REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE DISPOSAL

AGENCY'S
RADIOACTIVE

Purpose: 1) To inform the Commission of EPA's resolution of NRC
comments on the proposed standards, including the status of
negotiations with the EPA staff related to EPA's proposed
assurance and procedural requirements, and the content of
the latest working draft of the-EPA HLW standards.

Discussion:

2) To recommend transmittal of a letter to EPA documenting
the Commission's intent to pursue a rulemaking related to
EPA's proposed 'assurance requirements."

Background: On December 29, 1982, the Environmental
Protection Agency published proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of spent nuclear
fuel, high-level and transuranic radioactive wastes (47 FR
58196). On May 10 and 11, 1983 the NRC submitted formal
comments on the proposed standards to EPA (Enclosures 1 and
2). During the past two years, EPA has considered numerous
changes to the proposed standards, and has periodically
circulated "working drafts" of the final standards to the
NRC and other interested parties. The latest such draft,
Working Draft No. 8, is enclosed as Enclosure 3.

On May 17, 1984, the Commission directed the staff to
pursue discussions with EPA regarding elements of concern
in the proposed EPA standards (Enclosure 4). Specifically
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regarding the assurance requirements, the Commission
directed the staff .to attempt to come to a mutual agreement
with EPA on equivalent requirements which could be proposed
for incorporation into 10 CFR Part 60.

On January 21, 1985, the States of Nevada and Minnesota
filed a petition for rulemaking (noticed at 50 FR 18267)
requesting, among other things, that the NRC incorporate
within its regulations the wording of EPA's proposed
assurance requirements, thereby eliminating an alleged
obstacle to promulgation of the final EPA standards.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act directed-EPA to issue final
environmental standards for geologic repositories by
January, 1984. Because of failure to meet that date, a
lawsuit (NRDC v. Thomas, No. 85-0518 (D.D.C.)) has been
brought against EPA seeking to force issuance of the final
-standards. The staff understands that EPA plans to publish
the final standards on or about August 15, 1985 as part of
the settlement of this lawsuit.

Resolution of Comments: The NRC's formal comments on EPA's
proposed standards included three items which required
resolution by EPA -- the probabilistic nature of the
standards, the definition of uhigh-level radioactive
waste,' and the assurance and procedural requirements.

1. fiRC~mo gjrionrtd propos
stand '_ *0= e ff

drequ g~e-nf precision, is
ufiel~e'1tovbe<;a~c evable in evaluating d
diUysiem." The NRC staff has ex TnZdto EPA the
basis for objecting to standards containing numerical
probabilities and, as a result of these discussions, EPA
has added a new paragraph to Section 191.13 of the
standards as follows:

"Performance assessments need not provide complete
assurance that the requirements of 191.13(a) will be
met. Because of the long time period involved and the
nature of the events and processes of interest, there
will inevitably be substantial uncertainties in
projecting disposal system performance. Proof of the
future performance of a disposal system is not to be
had in the ordinary sense of the word in situations
that deal with much shorter time frames. Instead,
what is required is a reasonable expectation, on the
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basis of the record before the implementing agency, k
that compliance with 191.13(a) will be achieved.0

The staff thwhich

regulations) sets- rea nabRe-o nAi he degree- of-
assurance qured for estimates of the lik-lih &I~d
consequences of potentially disruptive events-and.! processes. Thtiominssion will not .d toftp aceole
reliance on-probabilistic analyses whenftb1Utfta"gi
re~p¶st6ry safety but, rather, will have considerable
opportunity to employ its more traditional analytical and.
engiitneringmethods. The staff considers that the specific
performance objectives of 10 CFR Part 60, the detailed
siting and other qudlitative criteria of 10 CFR Parts 60
and 960, and the technical positions under development by
the NRC staff will help assure that the appropriate balance

-"is struck between use of traditional analytical and
engineering methods and probabilistic analyses in making
licensing findings. Although the staff continues-tor'
believe that-the probabili1st1itatu e of-the64ttnd&rds will
pose a significant challenge,-the--staff tconsiders that the
standards, in the7-Ofntftoa t1 fM-e'A1mplemented-In a
l censing reView.

2. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) was enacted shortly
after publication of EPA's proposed standards and contained
a definition of "high-level radioactive waste" different
from that in the proposed standards. The NRC's conments
suggested that EPA adopt the NWPA wording, and EPA has done
so.

3. The NRC objected strongly to sections of the proposed
standards labeled *assurance requirements' and #procedural
requirements," and to a section regarding variances from
the proposed standards. The NRC objection was that such
requirements pertained to matters of implementation and
thus went beyond the limits of EPA jurisdiction. (The
section on variances has been deleted from recent working
drafts, resolving the NRC's concern in this area.) As
discussed previously, the Commission later directed the
staff to pursue discussions with EPA to attempt to reach an
agreement on wording equivalent to the assurance and
procedural requirements which could then be proposed for
incorporation into 10 CFR Part 60.

The staff has reached substantive agreement with EPA on
wording changes for Part 60, and the text of these changes
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is presented in Enclosure 5. In turn, Working Draft No. 8
of the EPA standards (Section 191.14) now states that the
assurance requirements section does not apply to facilities
regulated by the NRC.

The section formerly called 'procedural requirements" has
been extensively revised by EPA and is now present in
Working Draft No. 8 as a non-binding informational appendix
(which would be codified in the Code of Federal
Regulations). While the content of this appendix involves
matters of implementation of the standards, the staff
considers that the NRC has the responsibility to
independently develop and technically support its own
procedures and guidance for implementation. Thus, this
appendix is expected to have little relevance for
repositories licensed by the NRC. Since this appendix
would expressly be nonbinding, the staff does not propose
to object to it.

Content of Working Draft No. 8: Some of the more
significant features of the latest working draft of the EPA
standards are summarized below.

--The standards continue to consist of two subparts.
Subpart AMs applicable to preclosure management and
storage operations, and Subpart B sets limits for releases
of radioactivity following repository closure.

--The standards apply to management and disposal of spent
nuclear fuel, high-level radioactive waste, and transuranic
wastes (with concentrations greater than 100 nCi/gm). The
standards do not apply to any wastes (including transuranic
wastes) for which the NRC authorizes disposal under 10 CFR
Part 61.

--Subpart A effectively extends the EPA's existing uranium
fuel cycle standards (40 CFR Part 190) to also include
operations at a HLW repository. Annual doses to the public
from all fuel cycle sources combined, including HLW
repositories, are not to exceed 25 mrem to the whole body,
75 mrem to the thyroid, or 25 mrem to any other critical
organ.

--The definition of the term 'accessible environment' has
been changed substantially from that in the proposed
standards. The 'accessible environment" now includes areas
outside a "controlled area" which is defined as an area
encompassing no more than 100 square kilometers and
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extending no more than 5 kilometers in any direction from
the outer boundary of a repository. (A conforming change
to the definition of "controlled areas in Part 60 is
anticipated.)

The definition of the 'controlled area' is important
because it identifies the area which the Commission regards
as being subject to its Jurisdiction rather than EPA's.
The staff considers the technical approach in the Rroposed
standard to be appropriate. The 'controlled area, as
there defined, is sufficiently large to enable the geologic
setting to act as an effective barrier. It is also
sufficiently small so that the effectiveness of the passive
institutional controls (e.g., monuments) over long time
periods can be predicted with reasonable assurance.

-- ~ec~ta nen reu7rmf t~i1iS 1 i-ie
-amifod f`t*radinoact44ty-rojeted to-be rel
accessible environment"-duringthiefirst jOiOOO years
aftre"IUsp$&l. The release limits are proportional to the
amount of waste disposed of, and are-applicable for
unlikely releases as well as the expected performance of a
repository. EPA has revised some of the supporting
technical analyses for the standards, resulting in release
limits different from those in the proposed standards. (On
average, the release limits have been increased by nearly
an order of magnitude.)

--A new section has been added to this working draft
entitled Individual Protection Requirements (§191.15).
This section would limit projected doses to members of the
public during the first 1,000 years after disposal. This
section applies only for "undisturbed performance' of a
repository.

--The groundwater protection requirements (§191.16) would
limit projected radionuclide concentrations in water
withdrawn from certain "special sources of ground water."
Such sources are defined as Class I groundwaters identified
in accordance with EPA's "Ground-Water Protection Strategy"
(published August 1984). (Class I groundwaters are those
which are irreplaceable sources of drinking water or which
are vital for maintenance of particularly sensitive
ecological systems.) This section also applies only during
the first 1,000 years after disposal and only for
Mundisturbed performance" of a repository.
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Summary: The staff considers that Working Draft No. 8 can
bei'mpTemented in a licensing review, and will not object
to EPA's promulgation of the standards in final form. The
staff plans to initiate technical analyses to determine
whether any changes will be needed in the performance
objectives of Part 60 to ensure consistency with the
revised containment requirements and the new groundwater
and individual protection requirements.

The NRC and EPA staffs have reached substantive agreement
on the wording of Enclosure 5. Within 120 days after the
standards have been finalized, the NRC staff will initiate
a rulemaking to conform Part 60 to the standards and to
propose the wording changes of Enclosure S. Enclosure 6 is
a draft letter for the Chairman's signature informing EPA
of the NRC's commitment to pursue, through rulemaking, the

-..wording changes identified in Enclosure 5.

Recommendation: That the Chairman sign the enclosed letter (Enclosure 6)
addressed to Administrator Thomas of EPA documenting the
NRC's intent to propose for adoption the'revisions to Part-
60 listed in Enclosure 5.

W Jam . Dircks
E*cutive Director for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Comment letter from John G. Davis to

EPA dated May 10, 1983.
2. Letter from Chairman Palladino to

Mr. Lee Verstandig dated May 11, 1983.
3. Working Draft No. 8 of the EPA high-level

waste standards dated July 19, 1985.
4. Memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk to

William J. Dircks dated May 17, 1984
(COMJA-84-4).

5. Staff discussion of assurance requirements,
issues and proposed changes to Part 60.

6. Draft letter from Chairman Palladino to
EPA Administrator Thomas.
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Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Thursday, August 29,
1985.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Thursday, August 22, 1985, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be expected.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
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Central i
Envfrormental Protection Agec
ATTN: Docket NO. ft82-m
Washingtons DC 2040

so - -

The Nuclear Regulatw7 Comission (NRM is peias*direS thts
request by the rnviromental Protection Agency (EPA.for cmifts on the
EPA's proposS enviromental standards for Management an dfsposal of
spent nuclear fuel, high-level and transuranic radioactive wastes (47 FR
58196). Our principal coments are highlighted below, while detailoed.'
cements and responses to EPA's six specific questions are contafnet4
the enclosure. -.

_. .
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The NRC considers the management, storage, and containment requirements
of the proposed standards to be a reasonable approach for a HL standarw *
and considers that (with some recomended changes) they can be
implemented and achieved under the procedures and technical criteria of
NRC's 10 CFR Part 60.--With respect to recommended changes, two points,
which are elaborated in Enclosure 1, are important:

The numerical probabilities in the definitions of "reasonably
foreseeable releases" and 'veCy unlikely releases' would require a
degree of precision which is unlikely to be achievable in evaluating
a real waste disposal system. The NRC considers that identification
of the relevant processes and events affecting a particular site
will require considerable judgment and will not be amenable to
accurate quantification, by statistical analysis. of their
probability of occurrence. Alternative definitions of 'reasonably
foreseeable releases" and "very unlikely releases' are recommended
that will be consistent with the Commission's regulations. We note
that this same comment has been provided previously to the EPA as a
result of reviews of early drafts of the ffLW standards. We trust
that our repetition of the concern is a strong indication that the
proposed definitions will be unworkable.

2. We believe the definition of Ohigh-l*vel radioactive wastes' should
be made compatible with the Nuclear waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA).
Since the NWPA contemplates that the Commission will define the term
to apply to highly radioactive wastes that require permanent
isolation, it would be inappropriate to include any contrary
provision in 40 CFR Part 191. Accordingly, we recommend that the
standards be revised to apply to hiqchlevel radioactive wastes as
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will be defined by the Commission In 10 CFR Part 60 under the
provisions of the NWPA, and that Table 1 be deleted.

We also wish to highlight an observation in response to the request for
comment on alternative options. In responding to EPA's questions, the
NRC has considered standards based on individual doses and standards
covering times longer than 10,000 years as potential alternatives to the
proposed EPA containment requirements. The NRC believes that these
alternatives would be unlikely to produce.any significant additional
protection of public health and safety and that they would be more
difficult to implement in a licensing proceeding.

In addition to the enclosed comments, a general concern of ours is that
the proposed assurance and procedural requirements deal with means af
implementation. As they do not set limits on radiation exposures or
levels, or concentrations or quantities of radioactive material in the
general environment, we do not believe they should be included in 40 CFR
Part 191. The Commission will be issuing a separate letter addressing
this concern.

In summary, the NRC considers the management, storage, and containment
requirements of the proposed standards to represent a reasonable approach

---for a HLW standard and considers that (with the recommended changes) they
',an be implemented and achieved. We encourage EPA to promulgate these

._,4tandards in final form as soon as practical. The NRC staff will be
pleased to consult with the EPA staff on these comments or on other
matters that will assist in early publication of final standards.

Commissioner Ahearne's additional comments are attached as Enclosure 2.

Sincerely,

John G. Davis, Director
Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards

Enclosures: 2, as stated



Enclosure I

DETAILED NRC COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED
EPA HIGH-LEVEL WASTE STANDARDS

The NRC comments are organized into three sections. The first amplifies
the NRC comments made in the transmittal letter concerning reasonably
foreseeable and very unlikely releases. The second section addresses
other aspects of the containment requirements. The third section consists
of responses to the six questions asked by EPA.

Section I - Reasonably Foreseeable and Very Unlikely Releases

T~gumer~ca1~-pr~obabi I ties-in7the definitions .,: f1'!rvasonabiy fareseeab p
releaseslin- ands-eerWIV

p'ecision which is not likely.t. be .achtevab.le.,, in:evaluit-arent'e--t h-
d~iposal system.--lThiie -urrent"-Mef n1nti0fs would premtzbiby-freq'uire the
uierof,-numeritalc'"ilsk analysis techniques,-such -as fault tree.analyses,
to oentijy potential sequences of events or processes. ---A numerical-.
probability estimate would then-be-ade for each of these sequences.-It

j4 vjisjtiatter step which thieiNRC._consiiders to be both unworkable and
unnecessary for determining the acceptability of a proposed waste
d-i' spostal-system. We note that this same comment has been provided
eviously*-to the EPA, and we are very concerned that our comment has
§i addre's'sted*n the proposed standards.

The-NRC .recogniies:'the merit 'invsusng.,a risk-analysis approach.,---tothe.
-extent that data are available ---as -one oftb7e't~bes:.for...evaluatino
disposal system performance. However, as the EPA itself recognizes in
the supporting documentation for the proposed standards (e.g., page 96 of
Er.*.-520/3-80-006), numericaV-estimates of the probabilities or
frequencies of some future events, may. not be meaningfu t ,The NRC-I
c.mtwiders-thati delttfication 'd.vaiwtIon of such events and processes

sderable judgment and therefore-wvill not be amenable to
quantification by statistical analyses without the inclusion of very
broad ranges of' uncertainty. These uncertainty ranges will make it
difficult, if not impossible, to combine the probabilities of such events
with enough precision to make a meaningful contribution to a licensing
proceeding.

As an implementing agency, the NRC is particularly concerned that the
licensing process, while providing for protection of health and safety,
should be designed to facilitate timely decisionmaking. The NRC therefore

*See letter from R. B. Minogue to W. Mills dated December 27, 1978
(Attachment A), and letter from J. M. Hendrie to D. M. Costle dated
June 22, 1979 (Attachment B).
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~considers that two changes are necessary to make it practical to
implement the proposed standards. FiyX. Inttions sf
cktegories must be stated qualitat 6 hy. and,
second, the standard for very unlikely releases must be applied to
releases-from specificsceriarios, considered individually, rather than to
releases from a combination of all very unlikely scenarios.

The first point can be addressed by modifying the definitions of the
release categories as follows to conform to the definitions of
"anticipated processes and events" and "unanticipated processes and
events" in 10 CFR Part 60.

(g) "Reasonably foreseeable releases" means the cumulative release
caused by processes and events which are reasonably likely within
10,000 years assuming that processes operating in the disposal
system during the Quaternary Period were to continue to operate but
with the perturbations caused by the presence of emplaced waste
superimposed thereon.

(h) "Very unlikely releases" means releases caused by processes and
events which are not anticipated to occur within 10,000 years, but

->> which are sufficiently credible to warrant consideration. Such
processes and even , include those which were not evidenced during
the Quaternary Period or which, though evidenced during the
Quaternary, are not reasonably likely to occur within 10,000 years.

The second point can be resolved by revising 6191.13(b) as follows:

§191.13(b) "Any very unlikely release% of waste to the accessible
environment is AH' projected to be less than ten times
the quantities calculated according to Table 2
(Appendix)."

The NRC considers that the definition of very unlikely releases and
6191.13(b) combine to address only the incremental release resulting from
the very unlikely event or process itself. However, the total impact on
the accessible environment associated with a very unlikely process or
event would nevertheless consist of both the release resulting from the
event itself and the cumulative release from the reasonably foreseeable
events and processes that also occur. The NRC recommends that the EPA
include in its statement of considerations appropriate language which
documents this interpretation.
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-Section II - Containment Requirements

The NRC staff and contractors have completed extensive analyses of the
achievability of the release limits of the proposed standards as we have
construed them, using models and data independent of those used by the
EPA. The results of these analyses (documented in NUREG/CR-3235 which
has been transmitted separately) dbmbhsttatt^^tbat- tierp {
limit, s sEld.e achievdble for reasonable ranges ofrgeologic iet~6iiry-

urameters and conditions. ;

These analyses used information available in the literature to define
hypothetical repository systems in three types of rock: basalt, tuff and
bedded salt. Parameters describing the disposal system were defined by
ranges of data, and uncertainty analyses of repository performance were
performed by sampling data values over the entire ranges. Thus, these
analyses give both a "best estimate" of the achievability of the proposed
release limits and an estimate of the likelihood that the limits would be
exceeded.

The results of these analyses show that both "normal" releases and the
releases following several different disruptive scenarios are quite
likely to comply with the release limits of the proposed standards. A

-- few releases which failed to meet the release limits were caused by
selecting very pessimistic values from the input data ranges. These data

-,,/values represent conditions (e.g., low radionuclide retardation) which
would generally be regarded as tending to make a site unsuitable for
repository licensing. The NRC. therefore concludes that the proposed
release limits are both achievable and appropriately restrictive to "weed
out" poor waste disposal systems.

1 s eded when determining complJoQe with
9 dan r d prosed containment requlremren4,.to
e*p01in-this point, the NRC will include.. the follobAng statement-in-10
CFR"'Pat'60 regarding the performance objectives of that regulation:

While these performance objectives and criteria are generally stated
in unqualified terms, it is not expected that complete assurance
that they will be met can be presented. A reasonable assurance, on
the basis of the record before the Commission, that the objectives
and criteria will be met is the general standard that is required.
For §60.112, and other portions of this subpart that impose
objectives and criteria for repository performance over long times
into the future, there will inevitably be greater uncertainties.
Proof of the future performance of engineered barrier systems and
the geologic setting over time periods of many hundreds or many -
thousands of years is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the
word. For such long-term objectives and criteria, what is required
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is reasonable assurance, making allowance for the time period,
hazards, and uncertainties involved, that the outcome will be in I
conformance with those objectives and criteria. Demonstration of
compliance with such objectives and criteria will involve the use of
data from accelerated tests and predictive models that are supported I
by such measures as field and laboratory tests, monitoring data and
natural analog studies. I J

The NRC believes that the proposed standards, if adopted, would need to
bc applied in acccdance with these principles -- i.e., that there must
be reasonable assurance, on the basis of the record, that the outcome
will be in conformance with the limits specified by EPA. NRC would
construe the standards so as to accommodate this approach. Nevertheless,
EPA may want to amplify its discussion so as to eliminate unnecessary
ambiguity.

Section III - Responses to EPA Questions

The following comments present the NRC's responses to the six questions
for which the EPA specifically solicited public comment.

l. "Is our definition of high-level waste, which excludes any material
with concentrations below the values specified in Table 1, a proper
approach to distinguish between wastes which require maximum
isolation (as in a geologic repository) and wastes which may be
disposed of in less secure facilities?"

We believe the definition should be made compatible with the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). Since the Act contemplates that the NRC
will define the term to cover highly radioactive wastes that require
permanent isolation, it would be inappropriate to include any contrary
provision in 40 CFR Part 191. In this regard, it should be noted that
§121(a) of NWPA contemplates that EPA shall "promulgate generally
applicable standards for protection of the general environment from
offsite releases from radioactive material in repositories" without
regard to the kind of radioactive material concerned. Accordingly, we
recommend that the standards be revised to apply to high-level
radioactive wastes as defined by the Commission under the provisions of
the NWPA, and that Table 1 be deleted.

An appropriate change to the proposed standards to implement this
recommendation is to change Section 191.02 (b) to read (additional text
is underlined):

"(b) 'High-level radioactive wastes' means (1) the highly
radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent
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-^ nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in
reprocessing and any solid material derived from such liouid waste
that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations; and
(2) other highly radioactive material that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, consistent with existing law, determines by rule
requires permanent isolation." meens-eny-of-the-foiiowing-that
contein-redioneciides-tn-concentrations-greater-than-those
ident4f4ed-4n-Tebie-I-(Appendi i--fi3-tiqufd-wastes-resciting-from
the-operation-of-the-first-cycie-soaient-extraction-system or
equivaient;-4n-a-fec4i4ty-for-reprocessing-spent-niciear-feei;-fEJ
the-concentrated-wastes-from-subseqtent-extraction-cycies;-or
equivaeent;-(3)-so*¶ds-4nto-wh4ch-soch-*4qaid-wastes-have-been
converted,-or-f4)-spent-nci eer-fcie-If-d4sposed-of-without
reprocessingru

or

"(b) 'High-level radioactive wastes' means hich-level radioactive
waste as defined by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982."

2. "In choosing the proposed level of protection provided by the
standards, have we taken an appropriate approach with regard to the
long-term residual risks we may pass on to future generations?"

The NRC believes that the EPA's approach is an appropriate reflection of
the Congressional finding in §111(a)(7) of the NWPA that

'H4gh-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel have become
major subjects of public concern, and appropriate precautions must
be taken to ensure that such waste and spent fuel do not adversely
affect the public health and safety and the environment for this or
future generations."

In the draft EIS for 40 CFR Part 191, the EPA presents estimates of the
levels of health effects expected from natural background radiation
exposure, unmined uranium ore deposits, nuclear power generation and
nuclear weapons fallout, and compares these levels with the impacts
expected under the proposed standards (1000 health effects over 10,000
years from 100,000 MTHM). This comparison shows that the level of risk
allowed by the proposed standards is comparable to the risks of unmined
uranium ore, and is much lower than the other reference risk levels. The
NRC considers this an appropriate approach for establishing risk levels
for the EPA high-level waste standards, one that is consistent with the
statutory direction.
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Although the approach EPA has taken is a reasonable one, some of its
underlying evaluation is open to question. We have several observations
in this regard. -

First, the NRC staff and its contractors have independently evaluated the
relationship between the release limits of the proposed standards and the
resulting level of health effects anticipated over 10,000 years. The
results of these analyses indicate that EPA's environmental transport
analyses may overestimate the number of expected health effects per curie
of radioactivity released to the environment. We have not identified any
systematic or gross over-conservatisms in the models or data used by EPA.
However, it appears that a number of marginally conservative assumptions
(e.g., cancer risk estimates, fraction of river flow used for irrigation,
etc.), when considered together, may result in the acceptance of overly
conservative estimates of health effects per curie released. We
encourage EPA to reevaluate its environmental transport models and
release limits in light of more recent information such as that used in
NUREG/CR-3235.

The NRC agrees with the interval which EPA has selected to address
long-term risks. However, the NRC believes that EPA's rationale for
selecting an interval of 10,000 years should be strengthened. To that

'->nd, we recommend that EPA review the analyses in NUREG/CR-3235 in which
,_.che behavior of an undisturbed system is modeled for intervals up to

50,000 years, and it is seen that no dramatic degradation in performance
occurs in any 10,000 year interval between 10,000 and 50,000 years.

3. "Have we chosen an appropriate approach with regard to the degree of
protection that should be anticipated from active and passive
institutional controls?"

4. "Should we adopt our proposed requirements to avoid siting disposal
systems where there may be scarce or easily accessible resources --
a requirement which could rule out sites which might be advantageous
in meeting all of our other requirements?"

5. "Should we adopt our proposed requirement that recovery of most of
the wastes should be feasible if unforeseen events require this in
the future--a requirement which might rule out some alternatives to
mined geologic disposal?"

These questions address the "procedural" and "assurance" requirements
which concern matters for which the NRC is responsible, and they will be
addressed by the Commission in a separate letter.
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6. "Is our choice of limits on total radioactivity released an
appropriate approach to protecting the environment from these
long-lived wastes? Or should we develop standards that limit
maximum exposures to individuals instead?"

The NRC strongly supports the current form of the containment
requirements (section 191.13) which limit the total amount of
radioactivity projected to be released to the environment over 10,000
years. This approach would appropriately protect the environment while
limiting the consideration of speculative and unnecessary dosimetry-
related issues in a repository licensing review. A standard which
specified maximum dose limits to individuals would have two major adverse
effects:

° It would encourage dilution rather than containment of wastes (e.g.,
by siting repositories near prolific aquifers or large rivers),
which the NRC considers to be an inappropriate approach to waste
disposal, and

It would needlessly inject into a licensing review questions of
individual and societal lifestyles far into the future. These are
difficult predictions to make even a few years into the future, and
predictions over 10,000 years would be highly speculative. The
approach adopted by EPA in developing these standards (limiting
total activity released to the environment) would avoid this
difficulty while still ensuring that a waste disposal system would
achieve its intended function, i.e., long-term isolation of wastes
from the environment.
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Dr. William Mills, Acting Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Radiation Programs

Office of Radiation Program (ANR-48)
U.S. Envirornental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Dr. Mills:

We have been in close contact with your staff since last August, in
discussions of the HLW standards which EPA and NRC are scheduled to
issue soon. I believe it would be useful at this time for me to set
down some of our. ideas on the specific structure and implementation
of regulatory standards.

There are three important regulatory elements for HLW disposal:
(1) the EPA environmental radiation standard for HLW, (2) the NRC
regulation for disposal of HLW, and (i) the NRC review and licensing
process by which a specific repository is authorized. The NRC elements
must be based on the EPA standard or, If they precede it, must be
brought into c=nfarty with it when it Js promulgated. The NRC
regaton end Tifcensfr -tcm must fuTene-ttrr speific re~tr-
men:s of the EPA standard. This close relationship between the EPAp standard and the NRC regulation and licensing actions makes us especially
sensitive to the structure of the EPA standard andIts explicit require-
ments.

WA0 0taxittb6 71 6te tirc method should be used to-regulate
N U lfaci.).tX Air-e aware that y ou are considering z substan-
0ially different type, a -probabilistic standard-which recuires quan;ria
,Ative risk assessment. Based-on our understanding of the virtues and

the weaknesses of quantitative risk assessment, we are convinced that
it can and should be used to provide insight 'on the quality and effec-
tiveness o' voeieeo1tton, but it cannot be the explicit
bas s of the regulation which requires rigorous satisfaction because:

1. The analytical techniques are complex and there are-many areas
in them which are the subject of wide disagreement in the
technical community.

Att - -v ' *
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2. These Quan1ttativextechnfques are-greatly dependent on the
quantity and quality of the data upon whichA they are -bsed.-

3. In most cases where one confronts the analysis of low
probability events, statistical uncertainties make rigorous
use of the quantitative results impossible.

Standards for protecting publiC health and safety can be expressed-as
lyiit~ng levels of-'hysicilly-meaningful parameters,-such as materials
refeased, radiation-dose, health effects (a detenini stic standard),
or-is t-proF bility of certain parameter levelsrbeing reached or
exceeded (a probabilistic standard). In the first instance, the
implementor is required to demonstrate compliance with physical limits
on consequences, taking into account the effect of important potentially
disruptlve events such *s floods, faulting, etc. Complance in the
second instince hinges on denonstration of the probability of occurrence
(as well as the consequences, i.e., risk) of those events. Although
there are no laws of science which preclude the possibility of
performing such risk assessments on the long-tem isolation of radio-
ae-1ve waste, the capability to perform such risk assessments Inj

ner suffficiently rigorous to serve as the primary basis for-licensing
-,_.2isicn does not now exist and there is no assurance that it will
(or can) be developed in the next several years.

In the past two weeks we have been working on possible forms for a
dPtrminiszisiE_ sEPA,=ndart which would be .orsistent with your analyses
and with oar need to frnrermn: ftr recf-;ff' reutre.TeT T somgges:
tf., we meet soon to discuss thirmatter further;

Sincerely,

OX-ni&±~e :':mSed by
ROM R- B. :

Robert S. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Developnent

9 ~ ~ ((||)
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, DC2555

October 31, 1985

NOTE TO: Phil Polk
Charles Ader
John Austin
James Meyer
Max Clausen
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FROM: T. A. Rehm, AO/EDO

Attached is a brief discussion of the EPA
High Level Waste containment requirements
as requested at the Commission meeting of
10/21/85.

Copies have
separately.

been provided to the ACRS

for Operations, EDO

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: OGC
OPE
OCA
SECY

I

a.
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CONTAItKKT REQUIREMENTS OF THE EPA STANDARD

The containment requirements of the EPA HLW standard are probabilistic. sotheir application requires the use of probability distributions. It Is easiestto see how the standard -i applied by first examinin a simple example of adifferent distributions the distribution of speeds of cars on a highway.
Figure 14A shows how the speeds of 10 cars might be distributed; one car going45 mph, 3 cars going 50, 5 goini 65 and one going 60. Since a total of 10 carsare shown in Figure 1-A, it wouod also be correct to say that 10% of the carsare going 45 mphs 30% going 50, 60% going 65 and 10 S going 60. This samedistribution of speeds Is a1so shown in Figure 1-5, but this figure shows thenumber of cars going faster than a particular speed. In Figure 1-4. all carsare going faster than' qp40 , Tare going faster than 45a 6 are going fasterthan 60, and I is going faster than 55. InNote that none are shown at 60 mph,because none are going fster than 60 mh. Again$ MtS distribution can bediscussed in terms of percents, saying that 100% of the cars are going fasterthan 40 wh, 90% are gon faster than 45 mph and so forth.
Just as one may expect a variety of speeds of cars on a highway, one may expeeta variety of possible releases from a repository. Figure 2Z-A, which is muchlike Figure I-A, shows how these releases might be distributed for an extremelysimple repository. Say that there is a 95% chance that the repository will notbe disturbed. Even for an undisturbed repository, slight releases are expectedover its 10,000 year lifetime. Suppose that these slight releases will beequal to the limits in EPA's Table 1. Further, say that there is nearly a 5%(assume 4.95%) chance that the repository will be disturbed by an earthquakethat causes releases equal to 10 times those permitted by Table 1. Finally.say that there is a 0.05% chance that the repository wfil be disturbed by alarge earthquake that causes releases equal to 1,000- times those permitted inTable 1. The likelihood of each of these events, and the releases caused byeach event are shown in Figure 2-A.

Figure 2-B. which Is analogous to Figure 1-8, shows the same distribution ofreleases that appears in Figure 2-A. However* Figure 2-9, is plotted to showthe likelihood of releases greater than a particular amount. There is a 1001chance (95% + 4.95% + .05%) Uat releases will be greater than zero, a 6%chance (4.95% + .05%) that releases will exceed Table 1, and a .05% chance thatreleases will be more than ten times Table 1. The EPA standard Is bestunderstood by plotting it on figures like Figure 2-B.
Now consider the first part of the containment requirements, which can beparaphrased to read:

There shall be less than 1 chance in 10 that the releaselimits given In Table I will be exceeded for an intervalof 10,000 years [40 CFR Part 191.13(a)(1)].
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This is shown by the dashed lines in Figure 3-A, which is the same kind of
figure as 2-B. The vertical dashed line (A) corresponds to the limits in Table
1, and the horizontal dashed line (B) corresponds to releases with a
probability of one In ton. Thus, releases to the left of dashed line (A) are
low enough to cowly with the containment requirements, and releases below
dashed line (B) ly because they are unlikely. By contrast, releases that
are both above and to the right of the dashed lines violate this part of the
containment requiremnts.

The second part of the containment requiremnts-re similar to the first part
except that it deals with larger and less likely releases. It may be para-
phrased to read:.

There shall be less than one chance in 1 000 that ten
times the release limits given in Table i will be exceeded
for an interval of 10,000 years. (40 COR Part 191.U(a)(2).

This part of the containment ruirements is shown In Figure 3-8 as dashed
lines (C) an (D). The vertica dashed line (C) corresponds to 10 times the
release limits in Table 1 and horizontal line (0) corresponds to a probability
of 1 in 1,O0. Thus, releases either to the left of or below lines (C) and (0)
comply with this part of the containment requirements, while releases that are
both to the right and above are in violation.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the releases for the simplified example
repository shown in Figure 2 with the EPA radionuclide containment limits.
Because the projected releases lie below and to the left of the EPA limits, the
repository compiles with the containment requirements. A real repository is
likely to have a larger variety of possible releases that would plot as a
smooth curve, such as the one shown In Figure 6. The releases in that smooth
curve also comply with the containment requirements In 40 CFR Part 191.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

October 16, 1985
d fl-_

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM: /D

SUBJECT:

Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal
Commissioner Zech

Herzel H. E. Plaine
General Counsel

OPTIONS FOR COMMISSION RESPONSE TO CONCERNS
EXPRESSED BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY'S FINAL RULE ON STANDARDS
FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

On September 19, 1985, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), published in the Federal Register (50 Fed. Reg. 38065)
its final rule establishing environmental standards for the
management and disposal of high-level radioactive waste. In
SECY-85-272, the NRC staff provided the Commission with a final
draft of EPA's rule. In addition, the staff proposed that the
Commission transmit a letter to EPA documenting the Commission's
intent to pursue an NRC rulemaking to conform NRC's high-level
waste repository regulations in 10 CFR Part 60 to the EPA stan-
dards, as required by section 121(b)(2) of Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA), 42 U.S.C. S 10141(b)(2). However, at a public
meeting with the Commission on October 10, 1985, members of the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) expressed
concerns about certain of the standards contained in the EPA
final rule. These concerns were further outlined in a letter to
the Chairman dated October 16, 1985. At the agenda planning
session on October 10, the Commission scheduled a meeting for
October 21, 1985, to allow the NRC staff to address the ACRS
concerns and requested that OGC provide a discussion of the
Commission's existing legal options for further action regarding
the EPA standards.

After reviewing the background to this controversy, we have
concluded that if, after hearing the NRC staff's October 21
presentation, the Commission agrees with the ACRS concerns, the
most viable option is for the Commission to act to inform the
Administrator of EPA of the ACRS views. How the Commission does
this, and the substantive content of that contact, will depend

Contact:
Paul Bollwerk, OGC, 43224
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upon'the Commission's technical assessment of the seriousness of
the ACRS's concerns and the Commission's assessment of the
impact any Commission action may have upon the ongoing federal
program for the licensing of a high-level waste repository.

I. General Background

EPA's high-level radioactive waste standards, 40 CFR Part 191,
were first published for public comment on December 29, 1982 (42
Fed. Reg. 58196), just one-week before the NWPA, 42 U.S.C.
S 10101 et sea., was signed into law. Among the eighty-three
commentors on the rule was the NRC. See SECY-85-272,
Enclosure 1. -Also, in early 1983 the EPA formed a subcommittee
of its Science Advisory Board (SAB) to perform a technical
review of its proposed Part 191. After a series of public
meetings, the SAE issued a final report that was transmitted to
EPA on February 17, 1984. EPA requested public comments on the
SAB report in May 1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 19604). Among the
commentors was the NRC staff. See SECY-84-320.

Under section 121(a) of the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. 5 10141(a), EPA wash
to promulgate its final standards by January 7, 1984. EPA
failed to meet that deadline. On February 8, 1985, the National
Resources Defense Council and four other environmental groups
filed suit in the United States District Court for the District
of Columbia seeking EPA compliance with the directive of section
121(a). NRDC v. Thomas, No. 85-0518 (D.D.C.). This litigation
was settled, however, when EPA entered into a consent order
requiring it to promulgate a final rule by no later than
August 15, 1985. Although the final rule was signed by the EPA
Administrator on Aucust 15, 1985, the Federal Register notice
publishing the final rule declares that the rule is to be
considered promulgated for the purpose of judicial review on
October 3, 1985, and that the rule is to become effective on
November 18, 1985.

II. Backcround on ACRS Concerns

In developing its standards for geologic repositories, EPA
decided to set limitations on permissible releases from such
repositories -- which in turn would be used to establish the
standard for acceptable repository performance -- in terms of
allowable releases of radioactivity to the accessible
environment over the initial 10,000 years of repository
operation based upon cumulative estimated premature cancer
deaths over the same interval. 50 Fed. Reg. at 38070. After
assessing the estimated performance of a number of models of
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geologic repositories similar to those being considered by the
Department of Energy (DOE), as well as the health risks
associated with exposure to the uranium ore needed to produce
nuclear fuel if that ore is not even mined to begin with, the
agency made a judgment about the acceptable health risk. Id. at
38071. Under the final rule, the figure used is an estimated
1,000 premature cancer deaths over the first 10,000 years from
disposal of wastes from 100,000 metric tons of heavy metal. Id.
The agency then estimated how many curies of each radionuclide
would cause that number of premature deaths if released to the
environment and converted that figure into permissible release
levels per 1000 metric tons of reactor fuel. Id. These
permissible release levels are then to be used&to assess the
performance of a repository based upon whether cumulative
releases from the repository from all significant processes or
events that are expected to occur or are likely to occur will
exceed the permissible releases. Id. In the final rule, these
releases were those having a proba~tlity of occurrence of one in
ten or greater than one in ten over the initial 10,000 years of
operation. 10 CFR § 191.13(a)(1). In addition, the final rule
addresses less likely releases that may occur by providing a
higher release limit (i.e., ten times higher) for those releases
with a probability of between one in ten and one in one thousand
over 10,000 years. Id.(a)(2).

As we understand their allegations, the ACRS has two general
concerns with the scheme established in the EPA's final rule,
which are based upon concerns raised by the EPA's SAB:

1. EPA's assessment of the level of protection to be afforded
by the repository containment is too stringent, thereby
making its limitations on releases from the repository
containment to the environment too-strict.

2. The use of quantitative probabilities as the basis for
setting limitations on containment release requirements
should be dependent upon EPA providing convincing evidence
that use of such probabilities is practical and will not
lead to serious impediments to the licensing of high-level
waste repositories.

According to the ACRS, these deficiencies in the standard
undoubtedly will introduce unnecessary obstacles into the
licensing process for a high-level waste repository, with only
minimal benefit to the public.
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From its October 16 letter and the October 10 meeting, it is
apparent that the ACRS has a grave concern about these issues.
Nonetheless, it also is apparent that its concerns are not new
ones in the context of this rulemaking. In its May 1983
comments on the EPA proposed rule, the NRC questioned the use of
the EPA quantitative probabilistic scheme as possibly requiring
a degree of precision that would not be attainable by the agencv
in evaluating a waste disposal system. SECY-85-272,
Enclosure 1. While the NRC suggested that utilizing such
probabilistic analysis is a useful tool for measuring disposal
system performance, it also noted that any attempt to limit
NRC's licensing judgment only to the consideration of whether
certain statistical quantifications were met would be
impractical and could cause considerable unnecessary delay in
the licensing process. Accordingly, the NRC suggested that
repository performance be made subject to standards that allow
for a substantial measure of qualitative assessment by the
agency.

In addition, as the ACRS October 16 letter indicates,
reservations almost identical to those now championed by the
ACRS were raised quite pointedly by EPA's own SAB. Utilizing
the opportunity offered by EPA, the NRC staff commented on these
SAB concerns, declaring that if staff concerns regarding the use
of qualitative assessments was met, the proposed release limits
would be acceptable quantitative measurements.

For its part, EPA acknowledged and responded to the concerns of
both the NRC staff and the SAB in the supplementary information
statement accompanying its final rule. 50 Fed. Reg. at
38070-71, 38075-77. Although EPA declined to revise its
proposed level of protection or to uniformly increase its
proposed release limits as suggested by its SAB, EPA did modify
its final rule in several respects in response to the NRC staff
concern about the need for qualitative judgment in the licensing
process. NRC staff advised EPA informally that it considers the
final rule acceptable, DOE does not object to the final rule,
and the Office of Management and Budqet (OMB) review process was
completed without any 0MB policy objection to the final rule.
In SECY-85-272, the staff has indicated that it finds these
revisions are adequate and that it believes the standards can be
implemented in a licensing review.

III. Commission Action Regarding the ACRS Concerns

Although the Commission might opt not to take any action on the
ACRS concerns, the ACRS public presentation at the October 10
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meeting and its October 16 letter to the Chairman have made its
concerns and its desire that those concerns be made known to EPA
a matter of public record. While the Commission need not adopt
the ACRS views, the standing of the ACRS as a scientific
advisory body arques for at least some official Commission
response to the ACRS.

1. The NRC staff is scheduled to brief the Commission on the
EPA rule and ACRS concerns on October 21, 1985. In the
event this briefing should convince the Commission that the
ACRS concerns likely would not have the serious effect
predicted by the ACRS, then an indication to that effect by
a Commission majority at the close of the meeting would
offer a suitable public Commission response.
Alternatively, the Commission response could be by notation
vote after the meeting, followed by a suitable public
letter to the ACRS from the Chairman.

2. If, on the other hand, the Commission desires to take any
direct action supportive of the ACRS concerns after hearing
from the NRC staff, there appears to us to be only one 0
viable option existing at this time. This would be for the
Commission to make the ACRS views known to the
Administrator of EPA by way of a telephone call or a visit
by a Commission representative or through a written message
from the Commission that could either be separate from or
in conjunction with the letter proposed by the staff in
SECY-85-272. The form and content this contact should take
depends, we believe, on the importance the Commission
assicns the ACRS concerns, as well as the Commission's
assessment of the risk of further delay in the repository
licensing process that might accrue from any Commission
action. If the Commission believes that the ACRS concerns
are vitally important and should be dealt with immediately,
then a demand for EPA action to reconsider or revise the
rule by means of a strongly worded letter or a personal
visit might be considered appropriate. On the other hand,
the Commission may find that simply a letter forwarding
those views, or a telephone call that brings them to the
attention of the Administrater, without Commission
endorsement, is appropriate.

1Mention also has been made of the possibility of the NRC

[Footnote Continued]
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In this regard, we believe the Commission must bear in mind that
not only is it not drawing on a clean regulatory slate, but that
the slate is one that is in motion and must comply with a
statutorily-mandated schedule that already has been the subject
of litigation. We consider it very unlikely that EPA would even
consider withdrawing the final rule given the apparent
concurrence (or at least nonobjection) from the NRC staff, DOE,
and OMB and the need for compliance with the lawsuit settlement
agreement. Thus, the most that NRC action could reasonably be
expected to produce would be EPA agreement to respond to the
ACRS concerns and to make changes in the standards, if
necessary, at some future date. However, any EPA action that

(Footnote Continued)

instituting a lawsuit to challenge the EPA rulemaking on the
basis of the particular matters of concern to the ACRS. We
believe this option is, as a practical matter, foreclosed to the
Commission. Under 5 U.S.C 5 516, absent legislative
authorization to the contrary, authority is given only to the
Attorney General and the Justice Department for the conduct of
any litigation in which the United States or any agency is a
party or is interested. While the NRC dces have independent
litigating authority, at least as to the conduct of cases
brought before the United States Courts of Appeals challenging
NRC's final orders, that authority would not extend to
instituting or intervening in a lawsuit challengir.g another
agency's rule, absent Justice Department approval.

Such approval is highly unlikely in this instance. The two main
issues about which the ACRS appears concerned -- the strictness
of the release limitations and the use of quantitative
probabilistic measurements -- previously were the subject of
comments by the NRC staff and the SAB and were substantially
addressed by EPA in promulgating its final standards. While
ACRS questions about risk criteria for individual body organs
and about conformance with the health risk standards for
hazardous toxic chemicals raised in its October 16 letter do not-
appear to have been addressed in the EPA final rule, neither is
it apparent that they were ever formally raised in the context
of the EPA rulemaking proceeding so as to require EPA response.
Thus, it is problematic whether the NRC can point to any obvious
legal deficiency that presents a compelling reason for the
Justice Department to allow the NRC to launch a judicial
challenge to EPA's rule.
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even hints at a reopening of this matter would likely institute
an entirely new round of public and intragovernmental comment
and create an uncertainty about what standards the DOE
repository program should aim to implement. Thus, under the
circumstances, if the Commission contemplates any action, such
as requesting a new rulemakinq to change the standards, that
goes beyond simply forwarding the ACRS concerns to EPA without
comment, it would be well served to consult informally with EPA
and DOE first to minimize the potential such action may have for
further delaying the federal repository licensing program.

Finally, we understand that the ACRS considers the flaws in
these standards for the licensing program to be so fundamental
that correcting them now is the only way to avoid the waste of
resources and time that will occur if, as the ACRS apparently
postulates, the EPA licensing standards cannot be met by DOE.
One possible correction the ACRS has suggested is the
development now by EPA of an alternative set of determinative
standards that would be available for use in the event DOE
cannot satisfactorily demonstrate compliance with EPA's present
probabilistic standards. The NRC staff believes, on the other
hand, that the EPA standards are not fundamentally flawed and
that questions of implementation can be handled and resolved in
the prelicensing consultation process established in 10 CFR Part
60 and the NWPA or by rulemakinq amendments to 10 CFR Part 60.
Moreover, if it becomes clear at some point those standards
cannot be implemented, an eventuality the staff believes is
remote at best, it is staff's judgment that the matter could
still be handled by requesting revisions of the EPA standards at
that time. Commission assessment of these positions also must,
we think, play a large role in any decision regarding action on
the ACRS concerns.

Since we believe that the proper course of Commission action on
the ACRS concerns is governed by the policy and technical issues
we have described rather than any strictly legal considerations,
we make no recommendation on how the Commission should proceed,
other than that it should not act without hearing from the NRC
staff and fully assessing all the factors we have described.

Attachment:
10/16/85 ltr, Ward, ACRS to Chmn Palladino

cc: OPE
SECY
EDO
ELD
NMSS
ACRS



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

1 ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
, R WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

October 16, 1985

Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Dr. Palladino:

SUBJECT: ADDITIONAL ACRS COMMENTS ON THE EPA STANDARDS FOR A HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY

During its 306th meeting, October 10-12, 1985, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards met with you and the other Commissioners to offer
comments regarding the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Standards
for a High-Level Radioactive Waste (HLW) Repository, which was the
subject of our report to you dated July 17, 1985. In response to the
request made during this meeting, we are pleased to submit the following
additional comments on the EPA standards which were published as a final.
rule on September 19, 1985. These standards will apply to the facili-
ties being proposed by the Department of Energy and must be met in the
associated licensing review conducted by the NRC.

Our purpose In writing you at this time is to highlight the fact that
the standards being promulgated by the EPA are unreasonably restrictive
and contain serious deficiencies. This will undoubtedly introduce
unnecessary obstacles into the licensing process for an HLW repository,
with only minimal benefit to the public health and safety. Our Justifi-
cations for these comments are outlined below.

Development of these standards has been under way within the EPA since
December 1976. During this period, the ACRS and its Subcommittee on
waste management were briefed periodically by EPA representatives, and
at each such meeting comments and suggestions were discussed on an
informal basis. In early 1983 the EPA submitted the then-current draft
of the proposed standards to its Science Advisory Board (SAB) for
review. Detailed comments by the High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Subcommittee of the SAB included the following:

The Subcommittee recommended "that the release limits specified In
the proposed standards be increased by a factor of ten,

thereby causing a related tenfold relaxation of the proposed soci-
etal objective (population risk of cancer)."

The Subcommittee recommended "that use of a quantitative probabi-
listic condition on the . . . release limits be made dependent on
EPA's ability to provide convincing evidence that such a condition
is practical to meet and will not lead to serious impediments,
legal or otherwise, to the licensing of high-level-waste geologic
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repositories. If such evidence cannot be provided, we recommend
that EPA adopt qualitative criteria, such as those suggested by the
NRC."

Of particular concern to the SAB Subcommittee, in terms of meeting the
conditions of the standards, was the fact that containment requirements
should be such that the cumulative releases of radionuclides from a
repository to the accessible environment for 10,000 years after dis-
posal, from all significant processes and events that may affect the
disposal system, shall:

"have a likelihood of less than one chance in 10 of exceeding" the
quantities (given in an accompanying Table); and

"have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000 of exceeding
ten times" these same quantities.

The SAB Subcommittee also recommended specific changes in the probabi-
listic aspects of the draft standards to help make it more practical for
an applicant to make a case that the quantitative probabiltstic criteria
had been met.

Although the wording in the standards includes the statement that
"performance assessments need not provide complete assurance' that these
requirements will be met, there remains the basic fact that the stan-
dards, as published, are far too restrictive. In our opinion, the
establishment of overly restrictive standards, relieved' by leniency in
their implementation, is not an appropriate approach. The proper
approach would have been to develop reasonable standards that could have
been more definitively enforced.

The problems cited above were but a few of those observed and commented
upon by the SAB Subcommittee. Additional" problems in Working Draft No.
6 of the EPA standards were discussed with an EPA representative during
a meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on waste management on June 18 and
19, 1985. These included the following:

The standards, as published, do not appear to be internally consis-
tent. Although the latest data were used for estimating the
biological effects of various radionuclides, the associated dose
limits for individual body organs were not based on appropriate
risk criteria.

The health risks associated with the release limits specified in
the standards are much lower (by factors of a thousand or more)
than the risks considered acceptable by the EPA for other environ-
mental stresses, such as hazardous toxic chemicals.

The overly restrictive standards may result in the rejection of
some sites proposed for an HLW repository that otherwise might be
acceptable.
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As indicated above, the standards will definitely complicate the
processes, both technical and legal, of demonstrating that a given
site is acceptable.

We realize that both the NRC Staff and the DOE Staff have accepted the
EPA standards. Although we can understand, to some degree, the desires
of both staffs to complete this step, we are troubled by the serious
deficiencies that exist in the standards. The compromises that have
been made at this stage will lead to extended delays and an uncertain
outcome in the licensing process for an HLW repository, with only slight
benefit to the public health and safety.

Although the ACRS could undertake a more detailed review and critique of
the EPA standards, we believe that the SAS Subcommittee has already done
this in a professional manner. A copy of the Executive Summary of their
report is attached for your information.

We hope this letter is helpful. Although we- realize 'that the EPA
standards have been published, we believe that they contain such serious
deficiencies that the NRC should take prompt action to voice these con:*
cerns.

Sincerely,

David A. Ward
Chairman

Attachment:
Section II, "Executive Summary" of Report on
the review of Proposed Environmental Standards
for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive
Wastes (40 CFR 191) by the SAB, EPA, dated
January 1984

References:
1. Letter from Herman E. Collier, Jr., Chairman, EPA High-Level Radio-

active Waste Disposal Subcommittee, to Mr. William D. Ruckelshaus,
Administrator, EPA, dated February 17, 1984 transmitting Report on
the review of Proposed Environmental Standards for the Management
and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic
Radioactive Wastes by the High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Subcommittee, Science Advisory Board, EPA, dated Janaury 1984

2. SECY-84-320, "NRC Staff Comments to EPA on the SAB Report on Pro-
posed EPA Standard for Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear
Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Waste (40 CFR Part 191)," dated
August 9, 1984, including Working Draft No. 8, Final 40 CFR 191,
Subchapter F - Radiation Protection Programs, dated July 19, 1985
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4. Memorandum from R. E. Browning, Director, Division of Waste
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Implementation of the EPA HLW Standards, dated September 11, 1985



From Report on the review of Proposed Environmental Standards for the
Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Trans-
uranic Radioactive Wastes by the SAB, EPA, dated January 1984

SECTInN II

EXECuTIVE SMMQARY

The High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Subcommittee (HLRWI of
the Executive Co ommittee of the Science Advisory Board (SAS) has com-
pleted an extensive review of the scientific and technical basis for
EPA's proposed rule for the disposal of high level radioactive wastes,
the highlights of which are presented in this sumnary.

Technologies now exist for tha disposal of such wastes, and stan-
dards adopted for them should strike an appropriate balance between
conservatism and practicality. Overall, the Subcommittee is confident
that. consistent with the intent of this standard-setting program, the
job of disposing of high-level radioactive waste can be achieved with
reasonable assurance for the well-being of present and future genera-
tions.

The Subcommittee supports the general form of the proposed stan-
dards, including (a) the use of a societal objective as an upper bound
of acceptable health (cancer and genetic) effects, (b) the focus on
performance standards in terms of release limits rather than Individual
exposures, (c) the reference level of the Initial 10,000 year time
frame applicable to both the societal objective and the release limits,
Cd) the use of a probahilistic approach, and (e) the use of qualitative
assurance requirements, as modified by the Suhcommittee, but issued as
Federal Radiation Protection Guidance to other Federal agencies in lieu
of incliusion In the proposed rule.

The Subcommittee, while accepting the general form of the proposed
standards, recommends several changes in the standards and improvements
in the supporting methodology. The principal recommendations are high-
lighted in the following summation. A more comprehensive and detailed
presentation of these and other major recommendations can be found in
Section IV, Major Findings and Recommendations.

A. The Standard

1. The Subcommittee recommiends that the release limits specified
In table 2 of the proposed standards he Increased by a factor of
ten, thereh'y causing a related ten fold relaxation of the proposed
societal objective (population risk of cancer).'

Two meiT~ers of` the Suhcommittee, Dr. Lash and Dr. Giletti,
dissent from this view. They believe that the Office of
Radiation Programs' more stringent standard Is justified
and can be met by sufficient numbters of proposedi disposal
sites.
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The Subcommittoe notes that the proposed release limits are direct-
ly related to the societal objective of not exceeding l,oon deaths in
10,000 years. and thus. compliance with this reco'mendatlon Carries
with It'a related ten fold increase In the societal objective. The
relaxation oft the release limits is, in the Suhcomiirittee's opinion,
j',stf fied for the following reasons. First, the proposed release limits
in Table 2, and therefore the proposed societa1 objective, are consider-
aely more stringent than those standards generally required or adopted
in today's society (see for instance Tahle A on page 12 of this report).
Second, In addition to the fact that some of the cancer deaths which
might result from these releases are calculated using conservative
assumptions that probably overestimate the number, some of these deaths
would have resulted at least in part from the unmined ore from which
the wastes were subsequently>generated, and thus are substitutional
rather than additional in nature. Third, the Subcommittee believes
that the compounding of conservatism by EPA in the choice of prohabili-
ties and specific model parameters used throughout the analysis is not
warranted.

EPA should also clarify the analytical framework that forms the
basis for the limits in Table 2 of the proposed standards. The Sub-
committee believes that such clarification will help to establish
clearly the' relationship between the release limits and the societal
objective, and will facilitate future amendments to the standard as
knowledge increases regarding radiation health effects or radionuclide
migratirn in the biosphere.

Note: In Section IV, 67(models) and a13(Geochemtcal Nat). the
Sutcc;TIttee has recommended that EPA make certain specific changes
and corrections to their predictive models. Some of these changes
will result in changes to the release limits for Individual radionu-
clides given in Tahle 2 of the proposed standards, and will he separate
from the ten-fold change In the release limits recommended above. The
Subcomewittee helieves that the changes In the release limits, resulting
from the changes 'o tho predictive models, are independent of and would
not leaM to additional modification to the proposed societal objective
beyond the ten fold increase discussed above.

*. Uncertainty and the Standard

1. We recommend thAt tho probabilistic release criteria In the
draft standari he modified to read "analysis of repository perfr-
mance shall demonstrate that there Is less than a bu% chance of
exceeding the Table 2 limits. modified as is popriate. Events
whose redian frequency is less than one in one-thousand in 10.000
years need not be cinsidered.0

2. We recoruend that use of a quantitative probabilistic condi-
tion on the modified Table Z release limits be made dependent on
EPA's ability to provide convincinc evidence that such a condition
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iS practical to meet And will not leae to serious impediments. le-
Cal or otherwise, to the licensing of hi_ el-waste geoloic Fe-
positories. If SuCh evidence cannot be provided, we recoimnd that
EPA adopt qualitative criteria. such as those suggested by the NRC.

The Subcommittee believes that tho modified probabilistic criteria
will make the proposed sto#'ards more practical to Apply without undue,
tine-consuming disagreements. Furthpr risk studies need to be performed
and subJecte4 to systematic. critical evaluation in order to establish
a more acceptable probabilistic basis for the standard.

C. The Time Frame - M0.OM years'and Reyond

1. We recoyrend that EPA retain the l0.D0-year tire period as
the basis for Determining the adequacy of repository performance.
We believe that use of formal nurwrical criteria limited to this
approximate time ppriot' Is a scientifically acceptable regulatory
aporoach.

2. We recommend that the process of selection of sites for dis-
posal systems also take into account potential releases of radio-
Octivitv somewhat beyond TO,000 years. Particular attention should
he focused on potential releases of long-lived alpha- emitting
radionuclides and their decay products.

Although the selection of a time frawe is in largo part arbitrary,
we endorse EPA's choice of 10,nO years-. Modoling and risk assessments
for the time periods involved in radioactive waste disposal require ex-
tension of such developing techniques wll beyond usual cxtrapolations:
however, the extension for 10,000 years can be made with reasonable
confidence. Also, the period of 10,000 years is likely to be free of
major geologic changes, such as volcanism or renewed glaciation, and
with proper site selection the risk from such changes can be made neg-
lig1hle. Potential radionuclide releases will not stop with 10,000
years, however, but may continue in amounts equal to or exceeding those
estimated for the initial period.

The degree of confidence with which impacts can be modeled much
further In the future is much less certain. We do not recomrend de-
taile4 modeling calculations regarding post-l,0000 year releases, but
estimates should be made, and should be considered as factors in 41s-
posal site selection.

D. Population vs. Individual Risk

1. We recoimend that EPA retain the use of a population risk cr1-
ter1on as the measure of perfomance for the proposed standards.

We find that an approach employing individual dose limits, i.e.,
cnnsidering somp maximally exposed individual or alternatively some
T average exposeM individual would. in practice, make the standard
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difficult to meet with high assurance for very long times, And that use
of a population risk approach Is more practical. In our view, however,
it is Important that for the first several hundred years residents of
the region surrounding a repository have very great assurance thatabjey
will suffer no, or negligible, Ill effects from the repository. For
longer periods, we believe that EPA should rely on the existence of con-
tinuing requirements similar to its current drinking water Standards to
protect groups of individuals.

E. Coordination of Policies and Standards

1. We recommend that EPA initiate action within the Federal Gov-
ernment for the establishment of an interagency council to coor-
dinate the development of hich-level radioactive waste disposal
policy, standards, and regulatory practices and to serve as a
forum for exchange of scientific and technological information.

Several Federal agencies are involved in the process of establish-
Ing radiation protection policies, standards and operational require-
ments governing the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes, including
EPA, NRC, DOE and DOD, together with states, appropriate entities of
Congress and the judiciary. Overlapping and independent authorities
and responsibilities exist under present laws. Conflicting terminology
and standards exist, e.g., the definitions of high-level and other ra-
dioactive wastes. Coordination of Federal policies and practices is
essential to the U.S. high-level radioactive waste disposal program.
Success of the program will depend on extensive interaction and agree-
ment among the appropriate Federal agencies. While the lead in coor-
dination could be appropriate for the HRC or DOE, the Subcommittee
feels that the obligation for achieving mutual interaction more appro-
priately belongs to the EPA under its authority to issue environmental
standards and Federal Radiation Protection Guidance.

F. Research Needs - A Matter of Priority

1. We recoirend that EPA support. or encobrage other agencies to
suport. continu 'noresearc in technical areas where major uncer-
tainties still exist, part Iuarly in the biological effects of
radiation the geochemical transport of radionuclides, and the
characteriZation of rock-mass deformation.

The Subcommittee strongly endorses support of resiarch aimed at
diminishing or clarifying as many of these uncertainties as can be
attacked with some hope of resolution. The research, although expen-
sive, could bring about a substantial reduction in the overall cost of
the disposal system.

G. Responses to Origina1 Subcommittee Charge

At the time of the Subcommittee's formation, it was directed, by
the Executive Committee of the Science Advisory Board, to address six
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(6) principal issues. Although a brief response to each charge is
presented here, the charges are broad in scope and the Subcopmittee's
review of them generated a number of more explicit and specific issues
which are addressed in detail in the body of this report.

1. The sciehtific and technical rationale behind the choice of a
10,N00 year time period as the basis for assessment of disposal
facility performance.

This issue has been addressed in C above.

2. The technical basis for the selection of the proposed perfom-
ance requirements, including riskassessment methodology_ uncer-
t~anties in the data and In the analytical methods, and the esti-
mation of premature deaths.

These aspects of the analysis form the basis for the proposed stan-
dards and were areas- most carefully and critically evaluated by the
Subcommittee. Although the Subcommittee makes a number of recommenda-
tions regarding risk assessment, pathway and health modeling and the
need for improved documentation, we believe that Office of Radiation
Programs, EPA, has handled these subjects well and, furthermore, has
been positively responsive to the recommendations of the Subcommittee.
We think, however, that EPA has made overly conservative choices and
decisions throughout the development of the technical bases supporting
the standards, leading to overestimation of the long-term effect of
disposal, and hence that the proposed standards are too restrictive and
compliance may be difficult to verify. -

3. The scientific appropriateness of concentrating on disposal in
geolooic media.

This part of the charge needed no consideration by the Subcommit-
tee, since disposal in geologic media is mandated for at least the
first two sites by the Nuclear waste Policy Act of 1982 (PL 97-425),
enacted after the charge was prepared. No member of the Subcommittee,
however, disagrees with this initial approach.

4. The validity of the conclusion that, under the proposed rule,
the risks to future generations will be no greater than the risks
from equivalent amounts of naturally occurrina uranium ore bodies.

In reviewing this conclusion, we found, and EPA acknowledged,
that the comparison is uncertain because of the extreme variability of
uranium ore bodies. The Subcommittee thinks that the conclusion is
valid in a very general way, if suitably qualified, but feels that it
is unwise and not scientifically defensible to use the unmined ore as
the only reference for comparison. We recommend that the comparison be
extended to include the radioactivity of natural waters and the ambient
radiation in the natural environment.
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5. The adequacy of the-economic analysis.

The Subcormittee considers there are significant shortcomings in
the economic. analyses supporting the proposed standards. Since the man-
gement, storage, and disposal of high-level waste is a Multi-billion
dollar venture, we believe that the shortcomings are important and
should be remedied. It is noteworthy thats even though the savings
associated with individual choices may seem relatively insignificant,
the absolute costs are so large that even small percentage savings are
worthwhile. The high absolute costs appear to be relatively Independ-
ent of the proposed standard, and simply reflect the decision to use
deep mined geologic disposal sites with multiple barriers. Thus, ap-
preciable savings are not likely to be realized in terms of basic cost
by relaxation of the standards. However, the cost of demonstrating
compliance may be very high, and cost reductions that may be achieved
by sophisticated compliance demonstrations could be substantial.

We recognize the need for cost/benefit analyses, using the best
available data, hut we note that a precise economic analysis will not be
possible or meaningful until it is performed upon an actual repository
at a specific site.

6. The ahility of the analytical methodstmodels used in the anal-
ysis to predict potential releases from the disposal facility and
their resultant effects on human health. Included would be an
evaluation of the model's ability to deal with uncertainty and the
confidence, in a statistical sense, that the model predictions are
adequate to su port selection of projecteF performance requirements.

In general, EPA's analytical methodology and modeling used through-
out the development of the generic repository's performance, including
releases and subsequent cancer deaths, are deemed to be conservative.
The Subcommittee makes several suggestions for specific Improvements
and updating. We emphasize that modeling, including the evaluation of
uncertainty and confidence therein, is an emerging and developing tech-
nique. Adding to the uncertainties implicit in a techique that is still
under development are the multitude of poorly known factors associated
with the extrapolation in time to 10,000 years and beyond, and the prob-
lem of securing public acceptance of the standard. We believe, never-
theless, that the EPA's effort, modified as recommended by this report,
will fulfill the intent of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
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* WAIMMOTOf D .C.

June 22, 1979

The Honorable Douglas M. CQstle
Aul nM strator

Envirornzetal Protection Agency
401 K. Street., S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear M r e4e~e',

our staffs have been in close contact since last August, examinin ways of
relating the EPA numerical standard for high-level radioactive waste to
the associated NRC regulation which is currently being developed. In this
effort we have been using a working draft of the EPA standard which we
received informally on January 18, 1979 (Enclosure A).. I am writing this
letter to provide you NRC staff ccvnents on the technical and the structural
aspects of the draft EPA standard.

With regard to the technical aspects, the NRC staff conducted a weeklong peer
o up review of the supporting technical information for the EPA numerical

ndard, including the work done by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (A.). This
1ew was made Possible by the active participation and cooperation of the

EPA staff with the peer group, which was composed of selected members of
the NRC staff and consultants. E

we^<>rup; enti tlied !RtskM¢Asestment--f i-*Rdtoacti ye- Wastei Jsolatiorm ;in -^Oep
"e-e, _&C &et*; 6w .~PaZ Wt bl ieve tka ibe cxacilici

of this report should be given yoyr serious consideration.

In suwary, the peer review group concluded:

O Although analysis of risk (i.e., product of probability and consequence)
can ^e usefuli1n establishing.menvlrormnental standards, Its use does not
necessarily require a standard based upon explicit probability values.

O The material available for review did not provide adequate technical
support for the draft EPA standard.

o The degree of conservatism in the resultant risk curves is not known
since the AOL work did not include uncertainty analysis (i.e., estimvation
of error bands for consequences and probabilities). Therefore it is
impossible to determine how realistic the "high" and "low" risk estimates
actually are.

- 360) .3 0
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Neither a rigorous sensitivity analysis nor a systematic exdmination
of a cumprehensive set of potential repository failure mechanisms were
included in the ADL work. The potential risk to public health and safety

-dll depend upon the properties of the site -- including the radio-
nucl ides released - as we) l as the particul ar fail ure nechani sm chosen
for calculation. Because the ADL repository model considered a limited
range of site properties and possible repository failure mechanisms,
the EPA conclusion which iden:tfied specific nuclides as dominating
the risk cannot be confirmed.

As indicated previously, the peer review group used the Erclosure A working
draft of the EPA standard to evaluate its structural aspects. This working
draft includes explicit probabilities in Its requirements. Vithout careful
clarification, these probabilities could be presumed to be either based
upon engineering judgment or upon highly sophisticated models complete
with error band estimates for the probabilities. Mr"j vo-
cerned' aabtthela Je1l .preciston hwhichluayibe'Impi{ by C ¶tlng-
ptbibb~lIty of as low as -one in a miIll ion over lOOOyears, for releases
frcr. the repository exceeding proposed EPA limits.. As it is presentl,
drafted, the EPA standiid-would apparently require HRC to ake fttna .
licensing finding in accordance ith cthese specific probabilities. We have
serious doubts that this would be possible because of the paucity of prob-
ability data in thisWfleld.- Our experience, even in areas where-the-avail.
ability of data is' s1i7fiBcaritly 'reater, convinces us the. we must use
a deterministic approach for licensing at least for the near future.

-is conclusion was previously conveyed to Dr. Hills by hr. Ililogue. (Letter
ted December 27, 1978 Enclosure C.) We are particularly concerned

a proposed repository located,4 -¢hypothetically ideal site, with
all the appropriate engineering barriers, might not qualify for licensing
under the draft standard simply because DOE, as the license applicant,
will be constrained by the geo-sciences state-of-the-art for predicting
rmsittrX failures anz eight cat be abtI4 czy the buw 6j pere
that the EPA criteria wflT be met. tn this sense the FRC utay not be abWe
to implement the draft standard in a licensing context.

In addition to our concern about use of probabilities, the staff seriously
doubts that a set of the key nuclide contributors to risk, as deduced from
the ADL study with Its limitations and as listed in the EPA standard, can
be applied generally to determine the acceptability of a specific site
since nuclide transport scenarios'depend so strongly on the characteristics
of the actual site.

In sumary, while I feel our staffs have made progress in developing effec-
tive standards for the regulation of high level waste repositories, much
work on both the technical basis and the form of the standard remains to
be accomplished. We are especially concerned because our regulation develop-
ment effort is proceeding on the assumption that a workable standard will-
be in place when it is needed. We are firmly comiitted to continue to assist

--..ln this challenging area of developing practical standards that assure
)rotection of the public health and safety.
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,.r~prtle Douclas F.. Costle

ks you know, the Interagency Review Group Report called for EPA and NRC tt,
3, aop a Meemorandum of Understanding (MCU) on their development of
S Arrs for all phases of waste management activities. r would like to
Fake this opportunity to propose that we start imnediately to, develop thic
Mout, giving the highest priority to an understanding on high level waste
standards. The principal NRC staff contact in this matter is Karl R. Goller,
Director of our Division of Siting Health and Safeguards Standards (443-5991).

irncerely,

Jose FM. Hendrie

Enclosures:
(A) EPA Standard
(B) Peer Review Report
(C) Letter dated 12/27/78
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'S ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED
EPA HIGH-LEVEL WASTE STANDARDS

I object to portions of EPA's proposal because I believe they go far beyond
EPA's authority under Reorganization Plan No. 3 (which is the authority cited
by EPA in the Federal Register notice). In particular I object to the
assurance requirements" (§191.14) and the procedural aspects of the variance

section (§191.04(b)), and probably the 'procedural requirements" (§191.15).

Backaround

Under Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, EPA was given two functions relating
to federal radiation control. First, it was given the standard setting
authority of AEC:

%.,,to the extent that such functions of the Comnission consist of
establishing generally applicable environmental standards for the
protection of the general environment from radioactive material. As
used herein, standards mean limits on radiation exposures or levels, or
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, in-the aeneral
environment outside the boundaries of locations under the control of
persons possessing or using radioactive material.' Section 2(a)(6)
(emphasis added).

Second, it was given "(a4ll functions of the Federal Radiation Council"
> (Section 2(a)(7), citing 274(h) of the Atomic Energy Act):

'The Council shall advise the President with respect to radiation
matters, directly or inairectly affecting health, including guidance for
all Federal agencies in the formulation of radiation standards and in
the establishment and execution of programs of cooperation with States."
Atomic Energy Act, 1274(h) (emphasis added).

In the early 1970's EPA and AEC had a jurisdictional dispute which was
presented to the President. It was resolved in a December 7, 1973 memorandum
from Roy L. Ash, Director of OMB, to EPA and AEC:

"[There was a] difference of views between your two agencies as to which
should have the responsibility for issuing standards to define permissi-
ble limits on radioactivity that may be emitted from facilities in the
nuclear power industry.

EPA has construed too broadly its responsibilities, as set forth in
Reorganization Plan No..3 of 1970, to set 'generally applicable environ-
mental standards for the protection of the general environment from
radioactive material.'

On behalf of the President, this memorandum is to advise you ... that
EPA should discontinue its preparations for issuing, now or in the
future, any standards for types of facilities; and that EPA should
continue, under its current authority, to have responsibility for
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setting standards for the total amount of radiation in the general
environment from all facilities combined in the uranium fuel cycle,
i.e., an ambient standard which would have to reflect AEC's standards as.-------
to the practicability of emission controls."

Clearly, EPA has now gone far beyond setting ambient standards.

I do not go so far as to insist EPA set only ambient standards, primarily
because over the last few years the NRC has developed Part 60 on the
assumption that EPA would be the agency responsible for developing release
limits under its standard setting authority. However, the same is not true
for other sections of their proposed "standards."

Procedural requirements (§191.15) and Variances (§191.04)

EPA argues the procedural requirements" of §141.15 are needed because "some
of the procedures [EPA] used in [its] assessments must be retained to Insure
that the intent of (its) containment requirements is met." 47 FR at 58201.
EPA appears to be addressing implementation of its standards, which is NRC's

* responsibility.

In addition, I specifically object to §191.04(b). I queltion whether 4ny of
the variance section is appropriately issued under EPA's- standard setting
authority. However, the Commission apparently did not object to a variance
provision in Part 190 resembling 191.04(a). But I see absolutely no
justification for EPA's prescribing that we publish a Federal Register notice

~o and send a letter to governors of affected states.

'-'7 Assurance requirement (§191.14)

My basic objection Is to theb'assurance requirements' in §119.14. In 1980
the Conm-ission was briefed by EPA about its ongoing efforts to develop
racntfon stendards, tnctudfng-those fo- hfgh Tevel waste. 0' relevarnce to
the "assur-nee requirements' is the following presentation by Mr. Egan, EPA
on its high level waste standards:

"MR. EGAN: ... As David [Rosenbaum, EPAJ indicated before, we had two
authorities to work with in this area. One is to promulgate generally
applicable standards like the mill tailings standards. The other is to
propose better radiation guidance like the occupational guidance. This
package has both types of proposals In it.

The two parts of the environmental standards would be Subpart A and
B. Subpart A would apply to waste management operations and storage of
these wastes.

What this action will do will just explicitly extend the same dose
limitations that are in 40 CFR 190 to these other processes as well.

Subpart B, which is the standards for disposal are then of course
much different than standards we've developed be- * e in 40 CFR 190, or
in Part A of this standard. We are here discussing limits on projected
releases over a 10,000-year period. ...



And of course the other part of the requirements for disposal which
we propose to include as an appendix to the CFR language, the Federal
Radiation Guidance containing general principles that should be followed
for disposal systems. [emphasis added]

This part of the action would be promulgated somewhat differently, as
David explained earlier, when we finally make the action final,-in that
the Federal Radiation Guidance of course would be recommended to the
President for issuance as guidance. The Administrator cannot issue it
directlv bv himself; whereas the standards Subpart A and B. say, would
in fact be issued directly by the Administrator. [emphasis added]

DR. ROSENBAUM: Let me say one word about that. This complication
arose very late in the process when our lawyers, Just a month or so ago,
decided that we couldn't issue the whole thing as a standard. We had to
separate out part of this and issue it as guidance.

CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Have you, on the seven general principles, could
you say a few words on what approximately these are?

MR. EGAN: The simplest one is that releases from a disposal system
should be reduced as low as is reasonably achievable.

Another one that is somewhat-relaexA.dbut again different,- is that-the
disposal system-should use'- iijtipe bariers to Isolate the waste;,npd

ite' erch of these barriers should'be designed to provide subsun;*til
protection, even if the othe- Variers don't work the way they're
supposed to.

Another would be that we believe that active institutional controls
to protect the disposal system should not be relied upon for more than
100 years.

It's an introduction to the next one which says that we believe
waste should be disposed of promptly once you've got a system that will
do it.

Another principle is that you should locate a site away from poten-
tial areas of resources -- both resources which are obvious that we now
consider to be resources; but also away from areas where there are
unique concentrations of materials that may be a resource in the future,
even if they're not now.

....
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Another principle is just that you should record, and mark, and
otherwise warn the future about the repository as well as you possibly
can.

S....

The last one, and the one that usually requires more explanation than
the others, is that we feel the waste should be disposed of what we call
frecoverably."' Transcript of September 3, 1980 Commission meeting at
85-91.

However, EPA now simply asserts, "Under authorities established by the Atomic
Energy Act and Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, we are proposing generally
applicable environmental standards for managing and dispos4ng of these
wastes." 47 FR at 58197 (December 29, 1982). EPA contends the Uassurance
requirements [which are a reincarnation of the proposed Federal Radiation
Guidance] address and compensate for the uncertainties that necessarily
accompany plans to isolate these dangerous wastes from the environment for a
very lone time." 47 FR at 58200. Thus EPA has changed its jurisdictional
basis and is now using a justification which explicitly addresses
implementation of the standards, which is clearly within NRC's jurisdiction
rather than EPA's.

Some of these principles may be a good idea; with some modifications the NRC
might agree with all of them; and EPA (under its FRC function) could
recommend to the President that they be adopted as guidance. Thus one might

- argue we should simply let the issue pass, that raising the issue is simply'a
'-;' bureaucratic turf exercise. However, I disagree.

I believe this raises a question about the best framework for the waste
program. Unlike the release limits, much of the discussion duplicates work
ARC has done for Part 60., and to some extent EPA's tentat±ve positions. are.
inconsistent with ours. If EPA simply decides on its own what it wisr.:: to-
do, there are going to be significant problems in the future when a specific
application is affected by any differences since it will be difficult to
resolve disputes among EPA, NRC and DOE. However, if the President chooses
to address the matter and endorse some resolution (as a result of EPA exer-
cising its FRC function), there will be a great deal more certainty when
controversy arises at a later time in the context of a particular applica-
tion.
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cHAIRMAN

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

EW ASHN GTON. D. C. -0 1

May ,I 1983

Mr. Lee Verstandig
Acting Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Mr. Verstandig:

In a letter dated May 10, 1983, the Nuclear Regulatory Coutission (NRC
or Comnission) staff provided comuents on the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) proposed environmental standards for the management and
disposal of spent nuclear fuel, high-level and transuranic radioactive
wastes. 47 Fed Rec. 58196 (December 29, 1982). That letter stated that
the Comnissilo In5'rgeneral concerns about sections of the proposed
standards that deal with means of implementation and that these concerns
would be addressed in a separate letter. For the reasons discussed
below, the Comnmission believes that Section 191.04(b), 191.14 and 191.15
address matters of implementing EPA's standards and, thus, are solely
within the Commission's Jurisdiction with regard to NRC licensed
facilities. Accordingly, the Conmnission urges that these provisions be
deleted from the final standards as being beyond EPA's authority.

Aoency Authority

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 transferred to EPA two functions
regarding federal control of radiation and radioactive materials.
Section 2(a)(6) transferred the standard setting authority of the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC):

*... to the extent that such functions of the Commission consist of
establishing generally applicable environmental standards for the
protection of the general environment from radioactive material.
As used herein, standards mean limits on radiation exposures or
levels, or concentrations or quantities of radioactive material, in
the general environment outside the boundaries of locations under
the control of persons possessing or using radioactive material."

Section 2(a)(7) transferred all functions of the Federal Radiation
Council established under Section 274(h) of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended.

In his message to Congress transmitting Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
1970, the President stated that the 'AEC would retain responsibility for
the implementation and enforcement of radiation standards thiough its
licensing authority.' The complementary responsibilities of the AEC and
EPA are memorialized in two Memoranda of Understanding, one for
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AEC-licensed facilities, 38 Fed. Reg. 24936 (September 11, 1973), and
one for AEC facilities, 38 Fed. Reg. 32965 (November 29, 1973). These
responsibilities now apply to the NRC as the successor to the AEC's
regulatory authority and to the Department of Energy as the successor to
the AEC's progrannatic responsibilities.

The limitation of EPA's authority to the setting of ambient standards
wag reiterated by Roy L. Ash, Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, in a memorandum of December 7, 1973. The Commission believes
that those limits have been exceeded by Section 191.04(b), 191.14 and
191.15 of the proposed high-level waste standards. In the Comnission's
view, as explained below, these provisions are addressed to-matters of
implementation exclusively within the NRC's jurisdiction.

Variance Procedures - §191.04(b)

Section 191.04(b) specifies procedures for the Commission to follow
prior to granting a variance that would temporarily authorize operations
which exceed the standards in §191.03. Within statutory limits,
decisions on whether the public should participate in NRC
determinations, and the procedural details for such participation, are
clearly in the exclusive domain of the implementing agency. Neither
Reorganization Plan No. 3 nor any statute modifies the Commission's
authority to render anybdeterminations on an application for a variance.
Accordingly, the Commission believes that Section 191.04(b) is beyond
EPA's authority and should be deleted from the final standards.

Assurance Requirements - §191.14

Section 191.14 contains several requirements characterized as assurance
requirements which will 'provide the confidence needed for compliance
with the containment requirements of f191.13." While some of these
requirements may be good ideas, their promulgation as EPA standards
raises fundamental questions regarding tte regulation of waste
repositories. EPA discussion of several of these provisions duplicates
NRC's work in developing 10 CFR Part 60 and some of EPA requirements are
not entirely consistent with NRC requirements in Part 60. More funda-
mentally, confidence that the containment requirements will be complied
with is the very essence of the licensing process conducted by the NRC.
Compliance is a matter of the implementation and enforcement of
standards. As such, it is clearly within the exclusive Jurisdiction of
the NRC and beyond the jurisdiction provided for EPA by Reorganization
Plan No. 3. Accordingly, the Commission believes that Section 191.14 is

2 beyond EPA's authority and should be deleted from the final standards.

Procedural Reouirements - 1191.15

The procedural requirements in Section 191.15 specify limiting
assumptions that the Commission is to usE in making performance

J-&.-_4., Pwmnlihnep. These include limits on the lenath
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of time for active institutional controls, the use of realistic
projections, and the use of information regarding human intrusion. Such
requirements are also clearly matters of implementation exclusively
within NRC's jurisdiction. Accordingly, this provision also should be
deleted from the final standards.

For the above reasons, the Commission urges that the proposed standards
be amended as discussed above.

cc: Central Docket Section (A-130)
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) vw Art 191 La berey added to Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, as

follows:

SUCHAE F - RADIATION PlMECTION PROGRMS

PAT 191 - EWIROENTAL RADIATION PROTCTION nD S FOR

DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL. HI-LEEL- AND TSANSURANIC RADIlATVE

WASTES

Subpart A - Environmental Standards for Managment and Storage

191.01 Applicability

191.02 Definitions

191.03 Standards

4g91.U4 AlternatLve Standards

11.05 Effective Date

Subpart B - Cnviroamencal Standards for Lisposal

191.11 ApplicabLlity

191.L2 LverwLitions

191.13 Containment Requirements

191.14 Assuratnce Aequirements

191.15 Individual Protection Requirements

LVI.Lb Ground Water Protection Requirements

191.17 Alternative Provisions for Disposal

191.18 Effective Date

Appendix A Table for Subpart B

Appeudix I Guidance for Implementation of Subpart B

AUTHDRITY: The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; Reorganization Plan

No. ; of 1970; and the Auclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

FOR REVIEW WIITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIESsrsmw * _----***
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SUBPART A - ITIRONORNAL STADADS FOR HWACWI? AND STORA

191.01 AP0licabilitY

This subpat applies to:

(a) radiatioa doss received by mbers of the public as a result of

the management (except for transportation) and storage of spent nucilar fuel

or hi&-level or transuranic radioactive wastes at any facility repated by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or by Ageement States, to the sztent that

such management and storage operations are not subject to the provisions of

Part 190 of Title 40; and

(b) radiation doses received by mebers of the public as a result of

the management and storage of spent nuclear fel or hij&-level or

transuranic wastes at any disposal facility that is operated by the

Department of Energy and that is not regulated by the Commission or by

Agreement States.

191.02 Definitions

Unless otherwise indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same meaning as in Subpart A of Part 190.

(a) "Agency" means the Environmental Protection Agency.

(b) "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency.

(c) "Comuission" means the ifuclear Regulatory Couzission.

(d) "Department" means the Department of Energy.

(e) l'%AWPa! means the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Pub. L. 97-425).

. . . . . . . . . . ._____w_ FOA REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGZCE3 S"*
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(f) "Aesment State" Smns any State with which the Commission or the

Atomic Rawy Coission has entered into an effective agreement under

subsection 274b of the Atomic Eergy ct of 1954, as amended (68 Stat. 919).

() "spent nuclear fuel" means fuel that has been withdraw from a

nuclear reactor following irradiation. the constituent elements of which

have not been separated by reprocessing.

(h) "'igh-level radioactive w ste," as used in this Part, seams

hih-level radioactive waste as defined in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982 (Pub. L. 97-425).'

(i) "Transuranic radioactive vaste," as used in this at s *ea waste

containing more than 100 nanocuries of alpha-emitting transuranic isotopes.

with half-lives greater than tweity years, per gram of vaste, except for:

(1) high-level radioactive waste; (2) wastes that the Department has

determined, with the concurrence of the Administrators do not need the

degree of isolation required by this Part; or (3) wastes that the Commission

has approved for disposal on a case-by-case basis in accordance with

10 CFR 61.

(j) "Radioactive waste," as used in this Part, means the high-level

and transuranic radioactive waste covered by this Part.

(k) "Storude" means-retention of spent nuclear fuel or radioactive

wastes with the intent and capability to readily retrieve such fuel or waste

for subsequent use, processing, or disposal.

(I) "Disposal" Means permanent isolation of spent nuclear fuel or

radioactive waste from the accessible environnent with no intent of

recovery, whether or not such isolation permits the recovery of such fuel or

*-********** FOR, KE-VWT WITHIN EPA AND OTMER FEDERAL AGEMCIES *
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vasce. For 1uaple, disposal of vaste In a mined geologic repository occurs (
when all of the shafts to the repositozy are baclilled and sealed.

(a) innagmment" means any activity, operation, or proces (except for

transportation) conducted to prepare spent nuclear fuel or radioactive waste

for storage or disposal, or the activities associated with placinS such fuel

of vast. in a disposal system.

(a) "site" suns an sre contained within the boundary of a locatios

under the effective control of persons possessing or using spent nuclear

fuel or radioactive wast. that are involved in any activity. operation, or

peocess covered by this Subpart. _

(t) "General environment" means the total terrestrial, atmospberic,

and aquatic environments outside sites within which any activity, operation,

or process associated with the management and storage of spent nuclear fuel

or radioactive waste is conducted.

(p) "Member of the public" means any individual except during the time

when that individual is a worker engaged in any activity, operation, or

process that is covered by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

(q) "Critical organ" means the most exposed human organ or tissue

exclusive of the integumentary system (skin) and the cornea.

191.03 Standards

(a) zanagement and storage of spent nuclear fuel or high-level or

transuranic radioactive wastes at all facilities regulated by the Comuission

or by Agreement States small be conducted in such a manner as to provide

reasonable assurance that the combined annual dose equivalent to any
..

.- "'tk uWVTW WTTHU EPA a O FEDERAL AGENCIES *__
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me or of the public iLnllh general environment tedtting from:

(1) discharges of radioactive material and direct radiation from such

manageent and storage and (2) all operations covered by Prt 190; shall not

exc=ed 25 millires to the whole body, 75 miUirems to the thyroid, and

25 millirms to any other critical organ.

(b) sanagement and storage of spent nuclear fuel or hf*-leval or

transuranic radioactive vastes at all facilities for the disposal of such

fuel or vaste that are operated by the Department and that are not regulated

by the Comission or Agreement States shall be conducted in such a manner as

to provide reasonable assurance that the coibined annual dose equivalent to

any memr of t~ii public in the general environment res lting from

discharges of radioactive material and direct radiation from such management

and storage shall not exceed 25 millLrems to the vhole body and 75 millirems

to any critical organ.

191.04 Alternative Standards

(a) The Administrator way issue alternative standards from those

standards established in 191.03(b) for vaste management and storage

activities at particular facilities that are not regulated by the Coumission

or Agreement States if, upon reviev of an application for such alternative

standards:

(1) The Administrator determines that such alternative standards vill

prevent any member of the public from receiving a continuous exposure of

more than 100 mrem per year dose equivalent and an infrequent exposure of

more than 500 cem dose equivalent in a year from all sources, excluding.

natural background and medical procedures; and

'k-** FOB REVIEW WITIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGNCIES A .Z ** A *. .*i**
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(2) The Ainistrator determines that continued operation of the

facility is in the public interest; and

(3) 7be Adinistrator promptly makes a matter of public record the

deoe to wich continued operation of the facility is expected to result in

levels in excess of the standards specified in 191.03(b).

(b) An application for alternative standards shall be suitted as

soon as possible after the Department determines that continued operation of

a facility will exceed the levels specified in 191.03(b) and shall include

all information necessary for the Administrator to make the determinations

calld for in 191.04(a). _

(c) aequescs for alternative standards shall be submitted to the

Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agencyl, 401 M Street, SW,

Washinigon, D.C., 2)40U.

191.05 Effective Date

t e' standards in this Subpart shall be effective on L60 days after

publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER).

W)

* FOt REVI IlITilIt EPA iD 0T1E FEDEBAL A(ZNCIES ~--'''
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SUBPART B ENVIROMMIAL STANDARDS FOR DISPOSAL

191.11 Applicability

This Subpart applies to:

(a) radioactrve materials released into the accessible environamt as a

result of the disposal of spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic

radioactive vwtes;

(bJ radiation doses received by mbers of the public as a result of

such disposal; and

(c) radioactive contamination of certain sources of ground water in the

vicinity of disposal systems for such fuel or wastes.

However, this Subpart does not apply to disposal directly into the

oceans or ocean sediments. This Subpart also does not apply to wvates

disposed of before the effective date of this rule.

191.12 Definitions

Unless otherwise indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same Meaning as in Subpart A of this Part.

(a) "Visposal system" means any combination of engineered and natural

barriers that isolate spent nuclear fuel or radioactive waste after disposal.

(b) "Waste," as used Ln this Subpart, means any spent nuclear fuel or

radioactive waste isolated in a disposal system.

(c) "Waste form" means the materials comprising the radioactive

components of waste and any encapsulating or stabilizing matrix.

****W******** FOA ItEVIEW WIIdIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL MXNCIES
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

____
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(d) 'Barrier" means any material or structure that prevents or

substantially delays movement of vater or radionuclides toward the

accessible environment. Foar exmple, a barrier my be a geologic structure,

a canister, a waste form vith physical and ch eical chazacteristics that

significantly decrease the mobility of radionuclides, or a material placed

over and around waste, provided that the material or structure substantially

delays movement of vater or radionuclides.

Ce) "Passive institutional control" means: (1) peranent markers

placed at a disposal site, (2) public records and archives, (3) governmamt

ownership and regulations regarding land or resource use, and (4) other

methods of pceserving knowledge about the location, design, and contents of

a disposal system.

(f) "ActiVe institutional control" Means: (1) controlling access co a

disposal site by any means other than passive institutional controls;

(2) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site,

(3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring

parameters related to disposal system performance.

(g) "Controlled area" means: (1) a surface location, to be identified

by passive institutional controls, that encompasses no more than 100 square

kilometers and extends horizontally no more than five kilometers in any

direction from the outer boundary of the original location of the

radioactive wastes in a disposal system; and (2) the subsurface underlying

such a surface location.

(h) "Ground vater" means vater below the land surface in a zone of

saturation.

FO REVYiw WITUIN EPA AND OTMEE FEDERAL AMENCIES
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(i) "Aquifer" mews an underround geological ortioa, group of

formations, or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a significant

amount of vater to a well or spring. : ..

(;) "Uthosphere" means the solid part of the Earth below the surface,

including any gound water contained within it.

(k) "Accessible environment" means: (1) the atmosphere; (2) land

surfaces; (3) aurface waters; (4) oceans; and (5) all of the lifthoipher

that is beyond the controlled area.

(1) "nTransissivityn Means-the hydraulic conductiviq integrated over

the saturated thickness of an underground formation. Ito transulesivity of

a series of formations is the sum of the individual transi .svities of each

formation comprising the series.

(a) "Comainity water system" eans a system for the provision to the

public of piped water for human consumption, if such system has at least

15 service connections used by year-round residents or regularly serves at

least 25 year-round residents.

(n) "Significant source of ground water," as used in this Part, means:

(1) an aquifer that: (i is saturated with water having less than-10,000

milligrams per liter of total dissolved solids; (ii) is within 2,500 feet of

the land surface; (iii) has a trnamissivity greater than 200 gallons per

day per foot, provided that each formation or part of a formation included

in the source of ground water has an individual hydraulic conductivity

greater than 2 gallons per day per square foot; and (iv) is capable of

continuously yielding at least 10,000 gallons per day to a pumped or flowing

or FOK .VIEV WITHIN EPA AN UTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES
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vell for a peuiod of at least a yeer; or (2) an aquifer that provides the

prisrny sou=e of water for a couity water systea as of the effective

date of this Subpart.

(o) "Special source of ground water," as used in this Part, ueans

those Class I ground waters identified in accordance with the Agency's

croundW ater Protection Strategy that ar* irreplaceable, in that no

reasonable alternative source of drinking water is available to substantial

populations.

(p) "Uadisturbed performance' means the predicted bdaavior of a

disposal system, including consideration of the uncertainties- ia predicted

behavior, if the disposal system is not disrupted by human iatrusioj or the

occurence of unlikely natural events.

(q) "Performance assessment" means an analysis that: (1) identifies

the processes and events that might affect the disposal system; (2) examines

the effects of these processes and events on the performance of the disposal

system; and (3) estimates the cumulative releases of radionuclides,

considering tile associated uncertainties, caused by all significant

processes and events. These estimates shall be incorporated into an overall

probability Distribution of cumulative release to the extent practicable.

(r) "Heavy metal" means all uranium, plutonium, or thorum placed into

a nuclear reactors

(a) "Implementing agency," as used in this Subpart, mans the

Commission for spent nuclear fuel or high-level or transuranic wastes to be

disposed of in facilities licensed by the Couuission in accordance vith the

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,

and it means the Depart-meat for all other radioactive wastes covered by this

Part.

* FO)A NEVIEW WITHIN EPA AD OTHER FEDERAL AZNCIES
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191.13 Containment Equiresents

(a) Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or hiSi-lercl or

transuranic radioactive wastes shall be designed to provide a reasonable

expectation, based upon performance assessments, that the clative

raleases of radionuclides to the accessible environment for 10,000 years

after disposal from all significant processes and events that say affect the

disposal system shall:

(I) have a likelihood of loss than one chance in 10 of exceeding the

quantities calculated according to Table 1 (Appendix A); and

(2) have a likelihood of less than one chance in 1,000.-of exceeding ten

times the quantities calculated according to Table 1 (ippendix A).

(b) Performance assessments need not provide completeassurance that

the requirements of 1911.3(a) will be met. Because of the long time period

involved and the nature of the events and processes of interest, there will

inevitably be substantial uncertainties in projecting disposal system

performance. Proof of the future performance of * disposal system is not to

be had in the ordinary sense of the word in situations that deal with much

shorter time frames. Instead, what is required is a reasonable expectation,

on the basis of the record before the implementing agency, that compliance

with 191.13(a) 'will be achieved'

191.14 Assurance Requirements

To provide the confidence needed for long-term compliance with the

requirements of 191.13, disposal of spent nuclear fuel or high-level or

transuranic wastes shall be conducted in accordance with the following

)

* ~ k RO EVIEW WITHN EPA ANiD OTHER FEDEXAL AQNCIES - *
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provisions except that thme provisions do not apply to facilities

regulated by the Comission (se 10 CF& Part 60 for comparable provisions

applicable to facilities regulated by the Comission):

(a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be

maintained for as long a period of tine as is practicable after disposal;

however, performance assessments that assess isolation of the vastes from

the accessible environment shall not consider any contributions from active

institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(b) Disposal systems shall be monitored after disposal to detect ay

substantial and detrimental deviations from expected perfoamance. i is

monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not jeopkrdie the

isolation of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no

significant concerns to be addressed by further monitoring.

(c) Disposal sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers,

records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate

the dangers of the wastes and their location.

(d). Disposal systens shall use different types of barriers to isolate

the wastes from the accessible environment. Both engineered and natural

barriers shall be included.

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there

is a reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible

resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material

that is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in

selecting disposal sites. Resources to be considered shall include

minerals, petroleum or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground

…_ MLi Ah.VlkbW WITHIN SPA AND OTHUa FEDERAL AGZNCIES ***b****
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vaters that are either rteplacesble because there is no reasonable

alternativesource of drinking water availablefor substantial populations

or that are vital to the preservation of unique and sensitive ecosystus.

Such places shall not be used for disposal of the vaste covered by this

Part unless th. favorable characteristics of such places compensate for

their gester likelihood of being disturbed in the future.

CL) Disposal systems shall be selected so that remval of ost of the

vastes is not precluded for a reasonable period of time after disposal.

191.15 Individual Protection Requirements _

Disposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or hig-level or transuranic

radioactive wastes shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation

that, for l,uOQ years after disposal, undisturbed performance of the

disposal system shall not cause the annual dose equivalent from the disposal

system to any meDber of th- public in the accessible enviroent to exceed

25 millirems to the whole body or 75 millirems to any critical organ. All

potentLal pathways (associated with undisturbed performance) from the

disposal system to people shall be considered, including the assumption that

individuals consume 2 liters per day o4 drinking water from any significant

source of ground water outside of the controlled ar".

l~l.lb urount Water Protection Requirements

(a) uisposal systems for spent nuclear fuel or higi-level or

transuranic radioactive wastes shall be designed to provide a r"sonable

expectation that, for 1,000 years after disposal, undisturbed performance of

** -** F)BF kEVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTMER FEDERAL AMNCIES ******
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the disposal systen shall not cause the radionuclide concentrations averaged

over any year in Water vithdrava from any portion of a special source of

vound vater to exceed:

(1) 5 picocuries pe liter of radium-226 and radium-28;

(2) 15 picocuries per liter of alp a-enitting radionuclides (including

radium-226 and radiuu-228 but excluding radon); or --

(3) the combined concentrations of radionuclides that edt either beta

or gaam radiation that would produce an annual dose equivalent to the total

body or any internal organ greater than 4 millirem per year if an individual

consumed 2 liters per day of drinking vate= from such a souCes of ground

water.

(b) if any of the average annual radionuclide concentrations existing

in a special source of ground water before construction of the disposal

system already exceed the limits in 191.16(a), the disposal system shall be

designed to provide a reasonable expectation that, for 1,000 years after

disposal, undisturbed performance of the disposal system shall not increase

the existing average annual radionuclide concentrations in water withdrawn

froa that special source of ground water by more cltan the limits established

in 19I.1b(a).

191.17 Alternative Provisions for Disposal

The Administrator way, by rule, substitute for any of the provisions of

Subpart B alternative provisions chosen after:

(a) the alternative provisions have been proposed for public comnent in

the FEDEAhL REGISTER together with information describing the costs, risks,

*.********* FO1 REVEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGZNCIES **_
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- and benefits of disposal in accordance with the alternative provisions and -

the resons why compliance vith the Lsetia provisions of Subpart B appears

inappropriate;

(b) a public commet period of at least 90 days has been completed,

during which an opportunity for public hearings in affected areas of the

country has been provided; and

(cJ the public coments received have been fully considered in

developing the final version of such alternative provisions.

191.18 Effeceive Date

The standards in this Subpart shall be effective on l60 days after

publication in the FEDERAL REGISTERa.

*_. . FOR REVIEW iTkaiid EPA "D OTtHE FEDERAL AGNCIE4 *C -
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APPSNDIX A - TALE FOR SUBPART 3

--- a a a a a d .a - a- - - -a a do W a - a - __ am a __

TABLE I - RELEASE LIMTS FOR COTAINMEST REQUIREMENTS

(Cuulative Releases, to the Accessible Eaviroament

for 10,000 Years After DIsposal)

Adionucl ide
Release Limit per

1000 MM or oter unit
of v"te (see Notes)

(curies)

Americium-241 or -243

Carbou-14

Cesium-135 or -a7 a

Iodine-129 - - -- -

Neptuniump-237 - - - -

Plutoniua-233, -239, -

Radiuir-22 - - - - -

Strontium-9g - - - -

Technetiumr99 - - - -

Tlhorluw-230 or -232 -

Tij -12 *- - - - - - -

a _

.a

-240,

_ a

_ _

or

a _ _

_ a a

-242

- - -

- - -

- - -

a a a a a a

a a a a a a

_ _ a a a a

- a a a - _

_ - a a -

- - - - - -

- - - - -

- - - - - -

-U- - - --

_ _ _- ~.100

_ _ _- 100

amr_ 1000

__ - 100

- - - - 100

_-_ - 100

- - a - 100

- a - - 10000

a a a - 10

- _ - - 1000

100

'11�

Uraniur-233* -234, -233, -236, or -1

Aay other alpba-emittial; radionuclide

with a half-life greater than 20 years a a _i a a a a 100

Any other radionuclide with a half-life greater

than 20 years Chat does not emit aljha particles 1000

-

__A AW__I *5 ~ FOR REVIEW WTHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL A.GENCIES …- SX a
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* - -plicat ion of -Table 1-

UaTE ls Ihits of WaIste. the Release LUits in Table 1 apply to the

amount of vastes in any one of the following:

(a) an amount of spent nuclear fuel containing 1,000 uetric tons of

heavy metal lMM) exposed to a burnup betwee 25,000 uegavtt-days per

aetric ton of heavy metal (IMdllM) and 40,000 Wdl)fl;

(b) the high-level radioactive wastes gemerated from reprocessing eac2

1,000 1TH exposed to a burnup betven 15,000 Wd/rT( and. 40,000 MWd/MMO;

(c) each 100,00OgUO curies of gym or beta-emitting radionuclides

with half-lives preter than 20 years but less than 100 years (for use as

discussed zi Mote 5 or with materials that are idmtified by the Comission

as high-level radioactive waste in accordance with part a of-the definition

of h@i-level waste in the NWPA);

(d) each 1,000,000 curies'of other radioxwuclids (i.e., g or

beta-emitters vithhalf-lives grester than 100 years or any alpa-emitters

with half-lives greater than 20 years) (for use as discussed in Note S or

with materials that are identified by the Conimission as high-level

radioactive waste- in accordance with part B of the definition of high-level

waste in the NWPA); or

(ep an amount of transuranic (TmU) wastes containing one million curies

of alpha-emittingtransuranic radionuclides with half-lives greater than

20 year$.

RINMTE 2: lielease Limits for Specific Disposal Systems. To develop

Release Limits for a particul4r disposal system, the quantities in Table I

shall be adjusted for the amount of waste included in the disposal system

compared to the various units of waste defined in Note 1. For example:

(a) If a particular disposal system contained the high-level wastes

from bU,U0U MrHH, the Kelease Limits for that system would be the quantities

in Table I multiplied by 50 (50,UO OTHR divided by I,000 U IOM ().

(b) If a particular disposal system contained three million curies of

alpha-emitting transuranic wastes, the Release Limits for that system would

be the quantities in Table 1 xultiplied by three (three million curies

divided by one million curies).

te** FOA "VIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES *_*_
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(c) If a particular disposal system contained both the high-level

wastes from 0,0W20 M1TH and 5 million curies of alp*a-emitting transuranic

vastes, the Release Limits for that system would be the quantities in

Table I multiplied by 53:

5)0O H!HK 53U9OiU0 curies TRU
55

1 ,o )lM 1 ,UU ,tUJ curies TRU

MVS 3: Adjustments for acactor Fuels with Different Duraun. ..For

disposal systems containing reactor fuels (or the high-level Yastes from

reactor fuels) exposed to an aversge burnup of less than 25,000 )Bd/MTHK or

igeter than 40,000 Mfd/flfl, the units of waste defined in (a) and Cb) of

Note I shall be adjusted. The unit shall be multiplied by the ratio of

30,0UO MWd/fflR divided by the fuel's actual average burnup., except that a

value of 53,000 K!Jd/X}M may be used when the average fuel burnup is below

5,000 MIdlMfH and a value of 100,000 MWd/MflD shall be used when the
average fuel buraup is above lU0,U000 HWSd/l4T. This adjusted unit of waste

shall then be used in determining the Release Limits for the disposal system.

For exmple, if a particular disposal system contained only hi&-level

wastes with an average burnup of 3,000 Jd/fl, the unit of waste for that

disposal system would be:

(30,UUU ?wd/ITM)
lUUU KUM x 6,000 Mum

( 3,000 ,UWd/MTHUI)

If that disposal system contained the high-level wastes from 60,000 MTHH

(with an average burnup of 3,000 MWd/MTM), then the Release Limits for that

system would be the quantities .in Table I multiplied by tam:

wO,000 hrTH
- 10

6,000 MrH1

which is the same as:

60,00Q MTH5I ( 3,000 MWd/MT)
-u 10

1,000 2fH14 (30,00o MAd/Mfl4)

FOR REVIEW UITHIS EZP AN1D OTHER FEDERAL ACIES **
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OM 4s Treatment of Fractionated High-Level Wastes. In soe cases, -

a nig-level wast. stream from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel may have been
(or will be) separated into two or more high-level waste coponeatA destined

for different disposal systems. In such cases3 the implementing agency ay
allocate the Release Limit multiplier (based upon the original ICHt and the
average fuel burnup of the high-level waste stream) among the various disposal

systems as it choose$$ provided that the total Release Limit mltiplier used

for that waste stream at *11 of xts disposal system may not exceed the

&elese Limit multiplier that would be used if the entire waste stream were
disposed of in one disposal system.

NOTE 6: Treatment of Wastes with Poorly Known Burnups or Original )THKr .

In some cases, the records associated with particular high-level waste streams

may not be adequate to accurately determine the original metric tons of heavy

metal in the reactor fuel that created the waste, or to\ determine the average

burnup that the fuel was exposed to. If the uncertainties are such that the

original amount of heavy metal or the average fuel burnup for particular

high-level waste streams cannot be quantified, the units of waste derived from

(a) and (b) of Note 1 shall no longer be used. Instead, the units of waste

defined in (c) and (d) of Note 1 shall be used for such high-level waste

streams. If the uncertainties in such information allow a range of values to

be associated with the original amount of heavy metal or the average fuel

burnup, then the calculations described in previous Notes will be conducted

usLng the values that result in the smallest Release Limits, except that the

Kelease Limits need not be smaller than those that would be calculated using

the units of waste defined in (c) and (d) of Note 1.

NOTE 6: Use of Release Limits to Determine Compliance with 191.13.

Once release limits for a particular disposal system have been determined in

accordance with Notes I through 5S these release limits shall be used to

determine compliance with the requirements of 191.13 as follows. In cases
where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be released to the accessible
environment, the limiting values shall be determined as follows: For ech

* _A . FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES A
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radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratio betveen the cumulative
release quantity projected ovr lU,UUU years and the liit for that
radionuclide as determined from Table I and Notesl through 5 'the sus of
sucha ratios for all the radionuclides in the mixture say not exceed one vith
regard to 191.13Ca)(1) and may not exceed ten with regard to 191.13Ca)(2).

For example, if radionuclides A, B, and C are projected to bo
released in a=uns Q69 Qb, and Qc. and if the applicable Releas
Limits are RLa, iLba and RL0, then the cumulative releases over
lUUU years shall be limited so that the following relationship eiasts:

Qa Qb Qc
., - 1 ,.

liR~a RL0  -

b..

.. ..

FOR RVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES .............. .........................................
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NApIDIX - 0I1DnC FOR IVLEISTAXON OF SUBPART _

- :lO: -e supplemental information in this Appendix is not an
integral part of 40 CFR 191. haeefors, the iplenting agencies
are not bound to follow this guidance. ovwever, it is included
because it describes the Agency's assumptions regarding the
implementation of Subpart B. tbis appendix vill appear in the Code
of Federal Regulatioms.j

2he Agency believes that the iaplementing agencies wast determine

compliance vith 191.13, 191.15, and 191.16 of Subpart 5 by evaluating

long-term predictions of disposal system performance. Deteraining

compliance with 191.13 will also involve predicting the likelihood of events

1and processes that may disturb the disposal system. In aking these various

Predictions, it will be appropriate for the implementing agencies to make

use of rather complex computational modelg, analytical theories, and

prevalent expert judgment relevant to the numerical predictions.

Substantial uncertainties are likely to be encountered in making these

predictions. In fact, sole reliance on these numerical predictions to

determine compliance way not be appropriate; the implementing agecies may

choose to supplement such predictions with qualitative judgements as well.

Asecause the procedures for determining compliance with Subpart B have not

been formulated and tested yet, this appendix to the rule indicates the

Agency's assumptions regarding certain issues that may arise when

implementing sections 191.13, 191.15, and 191.16. Most of this guidance

applies to any type of disposal system for the wastes covered by this rule.

However, several sections apply only to disposal in mined geologic

repositories and would be inappropriate for other types of disposal systems.

~*****~ ~* FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHEZ FEDERAL AGENCIES - A *
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Consideration of Total Disposal SYstem. Whes predicting disposal

system performance, the Agency assumes that reasonable yojetions of the

protection expected from all of the engineered and natural barriers of a

disposal system will be considered. Portions of the disposal system should

not be disregarded, eve if projected performance is uncertain, except for

portions of the system that mak negligible contributions to the overall

isolation provided by the disposal system.

scope of Performance Assessments. Section 191.13 requires the

iupleaenting agencies to evaluate compliance through performance assessmat$s

as defined in Section 1911.2(q). The Agency believes that such performance

assessments need not consider catejories of evans or prdcesses that are

estimated to have less than one chance in 10,000 of occurring over 10,000

years. Furthermore, the performance assessments need not evaluate in detail

the releases from all events and processes estimated to have a greater

likelihood of occurrence. Some of these events and processes may be omitted

from the perrormance assessments if there is a reasonable expectation that

the remaining probability distribution of cumulative releases would not be

significantly changed by such omissions.

Compliance with Section 191.13. Wenever practicable, the implementing

agency should assemble all of the results of the performance assessments to

determine compliance with 191.13 into a "complementary cumulative

distribution function" that indicates the probability of exceeding various

levels of cumulative release. When the uncertainties in parameters are

considered in a performance assessment, the effects of the uncertainties

considered can be incorporated into a single such distribution function for

FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPA ANDi 0THER FEDERAL AGENCIES _**
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s ach disposal systs considered. The Aegcy assumes that a disposal systM

can be considered to be in compliance with 191.13 if this single

distribution function meets the requirments of 191.13(a). :.

ComPliance with Sections 191.15 and 191.16. 'ien the uncertainties in

undisturbed performance of a disposal systea are con idered1 , the

implementing agencies need not require that a Vey large percentage of the

range of estimated radiation erposures or radionuclide concentrations fall

below limits established in 191.15 and 191.16, respectively. the Agecy

assumes that compliance can be determined based upon "bet estimate"

predictions (e.g. the ieau or the median of the appropriatg distribution,

whichever is higher).

Institutional Controls. To comply with 191.14(a), the implenenting

agency will assume that none of the active institutional controls prevent or

reduce radionuclide releases for more than 100 years after disposal.

However, the Federal Goverqment is committed to retaining ownership of all

cisposal sites for spent nuclear fuel and high-level and transuranic

radioactive wastes and will establish appropriate markers and records,

consistent with 191.14(c). The Agency assumes that, as long as such passive

institutional controls endure and are understood, they: (1) can be effective

in deterring *ystematic or persistent exploitation of these disposal sites;

and (2) can reduce the likelihood of inadvertent, intesmittent huma

intrusion to a degree to be determined by the implementing agency. However,

the Agency believes that passive institutional controis can never be assumed

to eliminate the chance of inadvertent and intermittent human intrusion into

these disposal sites.'

****** ****** FOd MIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHER FEDERAL AGNCIES --------- ***"
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Cooside xtion of Inadvertent Human Intrusion into Geologic Rpasitories.

Tbo mst speculative potential disruptions of a mined geologic repository

&Te those associated with inadvertent human intrusion. Some types of

intrusion would have virtually no effect an a repositoy's contalment of

waste. fn the other hand, it is possible to conceive of intrusions

(involving widespread societal loss of knowledge resarding radioactive

wastes) that could result in uajor disruptions that no reasonable rspository

selection or design precautions could alleviate. The Agency believes that

the most productive consideration of inadvertent intrusion concrns those

realistic possibilities that may be usefully mitigated by repository design,

site selections or u"e of passive controls (although passivd institutional

controls should not be assumed to completely rule out the possibility of

intrusion). Therefore, inadvertent and intermittent intrusion by

exploratory drilling for resources (other than any provided by the disposal

system itself) should be the mout severe intrusion scenario considered by

the implementing agencies. Furthermore, the implementing agencies should

assume that passive institutional controls or the intruders' own exploratory

procedures are adequate for the intruders to soon detect, or be warned of,

the incompatibility of the area with their activities.

Frequency and Severity of Inadvertent Human Intrusion into Geologic

Repositories. The implementing agencies should consider the effects of each

particular disposal system's site, design, and passive institutional

controls in Judging the likelihood and consequences of such inadvertent

exploratory drilling. However, the Agency assumes that the likelihood of

such inadvertent and intermittent drilling need not be taken to be greater

M FOR REVIEW WITHIN EPhAND 0THER FEDERAL AMNCIES *
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than 30 borehole. pe square kilometer of repository ae per 10,000 years

for geologic repositories in proximity to sedimentary rock formations, or

hore an 3 boreholes per square kilometer per 10.000 yars for repositories

ia other geologic formations. Furthrabre, the Agency assues-that the_

consequences of such inadvertent drilling need not be assumed to be more

severe than: (1) direct release to the land surface of all the ground vater

in the repository horizn that would promptly flow through the noevl created

borehole to the surface due to natural lithostatic pressure--or (if pumping

would be required to raise water to the surface) release of 200 cubic meters

of ground water pumped to the surface if that much water is-roadily
, .

available to be pumped; and (2) creation of a ground water flov path with a

pemeability typical of a borehole filled by the soil or gravel that would

normally settle into an open hole over time-not the permeability of a

carefully sealed borehole. Of course, the implementing agencies can develop

less severe assumptions than these as appropriate to the expectations for

particular disposal systems.

**. *4 *Ai1 FUK UVIEW WITHIN EPA AND OTHE FEDERAL AGENCIES
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

A#> > WASHINGTON. OX. 2055

AMy 17, 1984 COMJA-84-4

Ci Wr THi
RETARY , _ ,

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Diroks, Executive Directcr
for Operations

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secreta«

SUBJECT: PROPOSED EPA HIGH-LEVEL tU TE STANDARDS

In accordance with Commissioner Asselstine's memorandum of
April 25, 1984, subject as above, the Commission would like
the staff to continue discussion with EPA on high-level
waste standards. These discussions should include the
assurance requirements in the EPA standard, the procedural _
requirements and,.other elements of concern. Regarding
assurance requirements, since many of the seven EPA assurance
requirements are already in NRC's Part 60 high-level waste
regulations, the NRC staff and EPA should attempt to come to

-,a mutual agreement on the remaining issues with the understanding
_that NRC would agree to incorporate the agreed upon requirements
into Part 60. -

Commissioner Roberts commented that staff should check with
the Commission before anything is finalized -- also keep the
jurisdiction question in context of overall EPA/NRC relationship.

Attachment:
4/25/84 Memo

cc: Chairman Palladino
Comm=issioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal
OGC
OPE

Enclosure I



NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. MDC 205

April 25, 1984

IPIC, OF THE
3MMISSION"R COMJA-84 -4

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chaiman Palladino
Commissioner Gilinsky
Comnnissioner Roberts
Comnissioner Bernthal

FROM: James K. Asselstine

SUBJECT: PROPOSED EPA HIGH-LEEL WASTE STANDAPDS

On April 11, 1984, I met with Dan Egan of EPA alorn with Commissioner
assistants, OGC and WtISS on the issues regarding the proposed EPA
high-level waste standard and the status of resolving differences
between NRC and EPA. The major sticking points between NRC and EPA
appear to be disagreements over the assurance requirements, the proce.
dural requirements and some of the definitions in the EPA standard.

The meeting with Mr. Egan focused mainly on the assurance requirements.
EPA maintains that the assurance requirements are an Important part of
their rule. As you will recall, NRC has taken the position in letters to
EPA dated May 10 and 11, 1983 that the assurance requirements are a
matter of implementation and thus are beyond EPA's jurisdiction. Mr.
Egan laid out three options on how to deal with this Jurisdictional
issue. The first option was to keep the assurance requirements in the
EPA standard with the understanding that this standard for high-level
waste is unique and is in no way intended to set a precedent for EPA
setting assurance requirements in other areas such as low level waste.
The second option was to remove the assurance requirements from the EPA
standard and issue them as Federal Radiation Council guidance. EPA
expressed doubts as to the likelihood of receiving OMB clearance for
this approach. The third option was to remove the assurance
requirements from the rule altogether. If this option were adopted, EPA
would feel compelled to reduce the release limits in the standard in
order to protect the public health and safety. This approach would mean
the EPA would have to renotice the rule which could extend the process
for at least a year. Therefore, EPA is presently proceeding with the
first option. I suggested a fourth possible approach. Since many of
the seven EPA assurance requirements are already in NRC's Part 60
high-level waste regulations, the NRC staff and EPA should attempt to
come to a mutual agreement on the remaining issues with the

X iunderstanding that NRC would agree to incorporate the agreed upon
-requirements into Part 60. This would eliminate the jurisdictional
confrontation.

On the following day, I met with Bob Browning and Hike Bell of MSS and
a4dz ffltnctoad of ELD to get the staff's views on the various options as
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elements of the EPA Standard can be worked out at the staff levels. It
has become apparent to me that the staff feels bound by the Conissi on's
May 10 and 11, 1983 letters to EPA which challenge their authority to
set assurance and procedural requirements. (1 recommeid that the Comis-
ston direct the staff to continue discussion with EPA in an attempt to
work out these differences and come to a common pos5it-on. I would
suggest that these discussions include the assurance requirements in the
EPA standard, the procedural requirements and other etaents of concern
to the staff. With regard to the assurance requiremerts, I recomnend
that the Commission direct the staff to pursue the fowrth option
described above with the understanding that the Couision will
incorporate the agreed upon requirements into Part 60. Some sort of
breakthrough in this impasse could be timely in view eif the Chairman's
upcoming meeting with Administrator Ruckelshaus.

SECY, please track responses.

cc: OGC r -

OPE
EDO
SECY

4.
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EPA ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND

PROPOSED CHANGES TO PART 60

l.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be
maintained for as long a period of time as is practicable after-disposal;
however, performance'assessments that assess isolation of the wastes from
the accessible environment shall not consider any contributions from active
institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(In Working Draft No. 8 'active institutional control' means: (1) controlling
access to a disposal site by any means other than passive institutional
controls, (2) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site,
(3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring
parameters related-to disposal system performance.)

b. Discussion:

-> The Commission's existing provisions (§60.52) related to license termination
will determine the length of time for which institutional controls should be
maintained, and there is-therefore no need to alter Part 60 based on the
first part of this assurance requirement.

The second part of this assurance requirement would require that uactive'
institutional controls be excluded from consideration (after 100 years) when
the Commission assesses the isolation characteristics of a repository. The
staff understands that remedial actions (or other active institutional
controls) would not be relied upon under Part 60 to compensate for a poor site
or inadequate engineered barriers. However, in the definition of
'unanticipated events and processes," Part 60 expressly contemplates that,
in assessing human intrusion scenarios, the Commission would assume that
'institutions are able to assess risk and to take remedial action at a level
of social organization and technological competence equivalent to, or superior
to, that which was applied in initiating the processes or events concerned"
(emphasis added). Therefore, it might appear at first blush that Part 60 is
at odds with the draft EPA standards.
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The 'remedial action' is not, however, the same in the two documents. The EPA
standards have in mind a planned capability to maintain a site and, if
necessary, to take remedial action at a site in order to assure that isolation
is achieved. The staff agrees that such a capability should not be relied upon.
The extent to which corrective action may be taken after an unanticipated
intrusion occurs is an entirely different matter. The Commission may wish to
consider, for example, the extent to which the application of the limited
societal response capability assumed by the rule (e.g., sealing boreholes
consistent with current petroleum industry practice) could reduce the
likelihood of releases exceeding the values specified in the EPA standards,
or could eliminate certain hypothetical scenarios such as systematic and
persistent intrusions into a site.

The NRC and EPA staffs are in substantive agreement that planned remedial
capabilities should not be relied upon for repository safety, and agree that
the wording below should be proposed for public comment. The EPA staff may
provide comment on this wording to help clarify the distinction between
expected societal iesponses versus planned capabilities for remedial actions.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add definitions to §60.2 as follows:

*Active institutional control" means: (1) controlling access to a
site by any means other than passive institutional controls, (2) performing
maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site, (3) controlling or
cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring parameters related to
geologic repository performance.

"Passive institutional controls means: (1) permanent markers placed at a
site, (2) public records and archives, (3) government ownership and
regulations regarding land or resource use, and (4) other methods of
preserving knowledge about the location, design, and contents of a geologic
repository.

Add a new §60.114 as follows:

160.114 Institutional Controls

Neither active nor passive institutional controls shall be deemed to
assure compliance with the overall performance objective set out at § 60.112
for more than 100 years after disposal. However, the effects of institutional
controls may be considered in assessing, for purposes of that section, the
likelihood and consequences of processes and events affecting the geologic
setting.
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2.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(b) Disposal systems shall be monitored after disposal to detect any
substantial and detrimental deviations from expected performance. This
monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not Jeopardize the isolation
of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no significant concerns
to be addressed by further monitoring.

b. Discussion: - -

Part 60 currently requires completion of a performance confirmation program
prior to repository closure, but does not require monitoring during the period
following closure but prior to license termination.. The Commission chose not
to require post-closure monitoring because of doubts about the usefulness of
such monitoring and because of fears that monitoring in or near a repository
after closure could degrade repository performance. -The type of monitoring
envisioned by EPA does not involve direct monitoring of the repository itself
(which might degraie repository performance). Rather, EPA proposes monitoring
of such parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics. The staff
agrees that such monitoring may, in some cases, provide desirable information
beyond that which would be obtained in the performance confirmation program
which Part 60 now requires to be continued until permanent closure. The staff
therefore proposes to require monitoring as an extension of performance
confirmation, as-appropriate, when such monitoring can be conducted without
degrading repository performance.

c. Proposed Chanoes to Part 60:

Add to §60.21(c) a new 1 (9) as follows:

(9) A general description-of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository.

Renumber the current 1 (9) through (15) accordingly.

Revise 560.51(a)(1) to read:

(1) A detailed description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository in accordance with §60.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:

I) identify those parameters that will be monitored;
ii) indicate how each parameter will be used to evaluate the expected

performance of the repository; and
(iii) discuss the length of time over which each parameter should be

monitored to adequately confirm the expected performance of the repository.
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Add to §60.52(c) a new 1 (3) as follows:

(3) That the results available from the post-permanent closure monitoring
program confirm the expectation that the repository will comply with the
performance objectives set out at §60.112 and §60.113; and

Renumber the current 1 (3) as 1 (4).

Add a new §60.144 as follows:

§60.144 Monitoring After Permanent Closure

A program of monitoring shall be conducted after permanent closure to
monitor all repository characteristics which can reasonably be expected to
provide material confirmatory Information regarding long-term repository
performance, provided that the means for conducting such monitoring will not
degrade repository performance. This program shall be continued until
termination of a license.

Include in the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice
proposing these changes the following paragraph: an

Part 60 currently requires DOE to carry out a performance confirmation
program which is to continue until repository closure. Part 60 does not now
require monitoring after repository closure because of the likelihood that
post-closure monitoring of the underground facility would degrade repository
performance. The Commission recognizes, however, that monitoring such
parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics may, in some cases,
provide desirable information beyond that which would be obtained in the
performance confirmation program. The proposed requirement for post-permanent
closure monitoring requires that such monitoring be continued until
termination of a license. The Commission intends that a repository license
not be terminated until such time as the Commission is convinced that there is
no significant additional information to be obtained from such monitoring
which would be material to a finding of reasonable assurance that long-term
repository performance would be in accordance with the established performance
objectives .
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3.a. EPA Assurance Requirement: -

(c) Disposal sites shall.be designated by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate
the dangers of the wastes and their location.

b. Discussion:

No revisions to Part 60 are needed.
contain equivalent provisions.

§60.21(c)(8), 60.51(a)(2), and 60.121

-N
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4.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(d) Disposal systems shall use several different types of barriers to
isolate the wastes from the environment. Both engineered and natural barriers
shall be included.

b. Discussion:

The staff considers that Part 60 already requires use of both engineered and
natural barriers. Nevertheless, in order to avoid any possible confusion
regarding the provisions of §60.113(b), the staff proposes to add additional
clarifying language to §60.113.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new I (d) to §60.113 as follows:

(d) Notwithstainding the provisions of (b) above, the geologic repository
shall incorporate a system of multiple barriers, both engineered and natural.

In the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice proposing
these changes include the following:

Questions might arise regarding the types of engineered or natural
materials or structures which would be considered to constitute barriers.
The Commission notes that §60:2 now contains the definition: "Barrier' means
any material or structure that prevents or substantially delays movement of
water or radionuclides." Thus, the Commission considers that the new
paragraph to t" added to §60.113 will confirm the Commission's commitment to a
multiple barrier approach as contemplated by Session 121(b)(1)(B) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
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5.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible
resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material that
is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal sites. Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroleum
or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground-waters -that are
either irreplaceable because'there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the
preservation of unique and sensitive ecosystems. Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this Part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of
being disturbed in the future.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 contains provisions equivalent to this assurance requirement in
160.122(c)(17), (18) and (19). Part 60 does not, however, address Oa
significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from
other sources."

i. It is possible that the economic value of materials could change in the future
in a way which might attract future exploration or development detrimental to
repository performance. The staff proposes to add an additional potentially
adverse condition to Part 60 related to significant concentrations of material
that is not widely available from other sources. As with the other potentially
adverse conditions, the presence of such a condition would require an
evaluation of the effect of the condition on repository performance as
specified in §60.122(a)(2) (ii), but would not preclude selection of a site for
repository construction. (It should be noted that DOE's siting guidelines
contain an identical provision in 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1.)

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new ¶ (18) to §60.122(c) as follows:

(18) The presence of significant concentrations of any
naturally-occurring material that is not widely available from other sources.

Renumber the current ¶ (18) through (21) accordingly.
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6.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(f) Disposal systems shall be selected so that removal of most of the
wastes is not precluded for a reasonable period of time after disposal.

b. Discussion:

EPA's concept of 'removal is significantly different from uretrieval' in
Part 60. EPA wants to preclude disposal concepts such as deep well injection
for which It would be virtually impossible to remove or recover wastes
regardless of the time and resources employed. For a mined geologic
repository wastes could be located and recovered, albeit at great cost, even
after repository closure. EPA therefore considers that a repository complies
with this assurance requirement, and no revision to Part 60 is needed.
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j UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S5

.- E OF THE
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) submitted formal
comments on the Environmental Protection Agency's proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among
other things, we stated our view that the proposed assurance requirementsO and
aprocedural requirements contained in-those proposed standards involved
matters of implementation and thus went beyond the limits of EPA's
jurisdiction.

In letters dated-July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman Roberts and Former
Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively, agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC
should attempt to develop modifications to Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural requirements. EPA could
then delete these requirements or make them applicable only to facilities not
licensed by the NRC, eliminating any potential problems of jurisdictional
overlap.

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several proposed changes to
Part 60 which have been worked out by the NRC and EPA staff (text enclosed).
The Commission finds the wording of these changes acceptable and, consistent
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, will propose these
changes for incorporation into Part 60 after publication of the final EPA
high-level waste standards. The NRC staff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, incorporating both these wording changes and other
conforming amendments, to the Commission within 120 days after publication of
the final EPA standards.

I appreciate the cooperation shown by the EPA staff in working to reach this
agreement.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman

Enclosure: Proposed changes to
10 CFR Part 60
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EPA ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND

PROPOSED CHANGES TO PART 60

L.a. EPA Assurance Requ1rement:

(a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be
maintained for as long a period of time as is practicable after disposal;
however, performance assessments that assess isolation of the wastes from
the accessible environment shall not consider any contributions from active
institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(In Working Draft No. 8 *active institutional control means: (1) controlling
access to a disposal site by any means other than passive institutional
controls, (2) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site,
(3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring
parameters related-to disposal system performance.)

b. Discussion:

The Commission's existing provisions (§60.52) related to license termination
will determine the length of time for which institutional controls should be
maintained, and there is therefore no need to alter Part 60 based on the
first part of this assurance requirement.

The second part of this..assurance requirement would re uire that uactive3.
Institutional controls be excluded from consideration (after 100 years) when
the Commission assesses the isolation characteristics of a repository. The
NRG staff understands-that remedial actions (or other active institutional
controls) would not be relfed upon under Part 60.to compensate for-a poor site
or inadequate engineered.barriers.. However, In the definition of
"unanticipated events and processes," Part 60'expressly contemplates that,
in assessing human intrusion scenarios, the-Commission would assume that -
"institutions are able to assess risk and to take remedial action at a level
of social organization and technological competence equivalent to, or superior
to, that which was agplied in initiating the processes or events concerned"
(emphasis added). Therefore, it might appear at first blush that Part 60 is
at odds with the draft EPA standards.



The "remedial action" is not, however, the same in the two documents. The EPA
standards have in mind a planned capability to maintain a site and, if
necessary, to take remedial action at a site in order to assure that isolation
is achieved. The NRC staff agrees that such a capability should not be relied
upon. The extent to which corrective action may be taken after an unanticipated
intrusion occurs is an entirely different matter. The Commission may wish to
consider, for example, the extent to which the application of the limited
societal response capability assumed by the rule (e.g., sealing boreholes
consistent with current petroleum industry practice) could reduce the
likelihood of releases exceeding the values specified in the EPA standards,
or could eliminate certain hypothetical scenarios such as systematic and
persistent intrusions into a site.

The NRC and EPA staffs are in substantive agreement that planned remedial
capabilities should not be relied upon for repository safety, and agree that
the wording below should be proposed for public comment. The EPA staff may
provide comment on this wording to help clarify the distinction between
expected societal responses versus planned capabilities for remedial actions.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add definitions to:§60.2 as follows:

*Active institutional controls means: (1) controlling access to a
site by any means other than passive institutional controls, (2) Performing
maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site, (3) controlling or
cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring parameters related to
geologic repository performance.

"Passive institutional controls means: (1) permanent markers placed at a
site, (2) public records and archives, (3) government ownership and
regulations regarding land or resource use, and (4) other methods of
preserving knowledge about the location, design, and contents of a geologic
repository.

Add a new §60.114 as follows:

§60.114 Institutional Controls

Neither active nor passive institutional controls shall be deemed to
assure compliance with the overall performance objective set out at § 60.112
for more than 100 years after disposal. However, the effects of institutional
controls may be considered in assessing, for purposes of that section, the
likelihood and consequences of processes and events affecting the geologic
setting.
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2.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(b) Disposal systems shall be-monitored after disposal to detect any
substantial and detrimental deviations from expected performance. This
monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not Jeopardize the isolation
of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no significant concerns
to be addressed by further monitoring.m

b. Discussion:

Part 60 currently requires completion of a performance confirmation program
prior to repository closure, but does not require monitoring during the period
following closure but prior to license termination. The Commission chose not
to require post-closure Monitoring'because of doubts about the usefulness of
such monitoring and because of fears that monitoring in.or near a repository
after closure could degrade'repository performance. 'The type of monitoring
envisioned by EPA does not involve direct monitoring of the repository itself
(which might degraife repository performance. Rather, EPA proposes monitoring
of such parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics. The NRC
agrees that such monitoring may, in some cases, provide desirable information
beyond that which would be obtained in the performance confirmation program
which Part 60 now requires to be continued until permanent closure. The NRC
therefore proposes to require monitoring as an extension of performance
confirmation, as appropriate, when such monitoring can be conducted without
degrading repository performance.

b

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add to §60.21(c) a new 1 (9) as follows:.

(9) A general description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository.

Renumber the current 1 (9) through (15) accordingly.

Revise §60.51(a)(1) to read:

(1) A detailed description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository in accordance with §60.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:

~i) identify those parameters that will be monitored;
ii) indicate how each parameter will be used to evaluate the expected

performance of the repository; and
(iMi) discuss the length of time over which each parameter should be

monitored to adequately confirm the expected performance of the repository.
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Add to 660.52(c) a new 1 (3) as follows:

(3) That the results available from the post-permanent closure monitoring
program confirm the'expectation that the repository will comply with the
performance objectives set out at §60.112 and §60.113; and

Renumber the current 1 (3) as 1 (4).

Add a new §60.144 as follows:

560.144 Monitoring After Permanent Closure

A program of monitoring shall be conducted after permanent closure to
monitor all repository characteristics which can reasonably be expected to
provide material confirmatory information regarding long-term repository
performance, provided that the means for conducting such monitoring will not
degrade repository performance. This program shall be continued until
termination of a license.

Include in the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice
proposing these changes the following paragraph:

Part 60 currently requires DOE to carry out a performance confirmation
program which is to continue until repository closure. Part 60 does not now
require monitoring after repository closure because of the likelihood that
post-closure monitoring of the underground facility would degrade repository
performance. The Commission recognizes, however, that monitoring such
parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics may, in some cases,
provide desirable information beyond that which would be obtained in the
performance confirmation program., The proposed requirement for post-permanent
closure monitoring requires that such monitoring be continued until
termination of a license. The Commission intends that a repository license
not be terminated until such time as the Commission is convinced that there is
no significant additional information to be obtained from such monitoring
which would be material to a finding of reasonable assurance that long-term
repository performance would be in accordance with the established performance
objectives.
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3.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(c) Disposal sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate
the dangers of the wastes and their location.

b. Discussion:

No revisions to Part 60 are needed.- §60.21(c)(8),'60.51(a)(2), and 60.121
contain equivalent provisions.,

i *
.I
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4.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(d) Disposal systems shall use several different types of barriers to
isolate the wastes from thelenvironment. Both engineered and natural barriers
shall be included.

b. Discussion:

The'NRC considers that Part-60 already-requires use of both engineered and
natural barriers. Nevertheless, in order to avoid any possible confusion
regarding the provisions of §60.113(b), the NRC proposes to add additional
clarifying language to §60.113.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new I (d) to §60.113 as follows:

(d) NotwithstaInding the provisions of (b) above, the geologic repository
shall incorporate a system of multiple barriers, both engineered and natural.

In the Supplementary Information of the Federal Register notice proposing
these changes include the following:

Questions might arise regarding the types of engineered or natural
materials or structures which would be considered to constitute barriers.
The Commission notes that §6Ot2 now contains the definition: "'Barrier' means
any material or structure that prevents or substantially delays movement of
water or radionuclides." Thus, the Commission considers that the new
paragraph to be added to §60.113 will confirm the Commission's commitment to a
multiple barrier approach as contemplated by Section 121(b)(1)(B) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act.



5.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible 1 .-
resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material that
is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal sites. 'Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroeum
or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground-waters that are
either irreplaceable because'there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the
preservation of unique and'sensitive ecosystems. Such places shall not be
used for dispos'al of the wastes covered by this Part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of
being disturbed in the future.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 contains p'ovisions equivalent to this assurance requirement in
§60.122(c)(17), (18) and (19). Part 60 does not, however, address 'a
significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from
other sources."

* It is possible that the economic value of materials could change in the future
in a way which might attract future exploration or development detrimental to
repository performance. The NRC proposes to add an additional potentially
adverse condition to Part 60 related to significant concentrations of material
that is not widely available from other sources. As with the other potentially
adverse conditions, the presence of such a condition would require an
evaluation of the effect of the condition on repository performance as
specified in §60.122(a)(2)(ii), but would not preclude selection of a site for
repository construction. (It should be noted that DOE's siting guidelines
contain an identical provision in 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1.)

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new I (18) to §60.122(c) as follows:

(18) The presence of significant concentrations of any
naturally-occurring material that is not widely available from other sources.

Renumber the current I (18) through (21) accordingly.
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6.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(f) Disposal systems shall be selected so that removal of most of the
wastes is not precluded for a reasonable period of time after disposal.

b. Discussion:

EPA's concept of 'removal" is significantly different from aretrievalu in
Part 60. EPA wants to preclude disposal concepts such as deep well injection
for which it would be virtually impossible to remove or recover wastes
regardless of the time and resources employed. For a mined geologic-
repository wastes could be located and recovered, albeit at great cost, even
after repository closure. EPA therefore considers that a repository complies
with this assurance requirement,'and no revision to Part 60 is needed.



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

Noverber 27, 1985
OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for rations

FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secres D

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - N TWION VOTE ON
SECY-85-272 - REPORT O bTE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
DISPOSAL

On September 19, 1985, the Commission (with all Commissioners
agreeing) approved the proposed letter to EPA, as attached.
Immediately following Commission approval, the ACRS requested
that this matter be discussed with the Committee. On October
21, 1985, the Commission met with the staff, ACRS and others
to discuss conflicting views.

Upon due consideration of the concerns expressed by the ACRS
and the responses by the staff, the Commission reaffirmed
releasing the letter to EPA.

The letter has been forwarded to the Chairman for his
signature.

In addition, EDO is directed to submit to the Commission the
rulemaking package which conforms 10 CFR Part 60 with the EPA
Standard. The Commission also stresses the importance for the
staff to clearly articulate, in the changes to Part 60, how we
interpret the EPA's Standards and that the ACRS' concerns be
addressed by clearly defining the basis for the assurance that
adequate flexibility exists in the standards for their
implementation. In particular, care should be taken to avoid
any ambiguity in the application of probabilistic conditions
placed on the post-closure containment requirements.

(EDO Suspense: 2/15/86)
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The Commission also agrees that the staff and the ACRS should
interact with each other early in the process of developing
the package on 10 CFR Part 60 as well as in future reviews of
NRC activities under the NWPA so that valuable technical
advice and input can be used in a timely manner by the
Commission.

Chairman Palladino requested, in line with ACRS comments, that
EDO accelerate its efforts to develop analytical methods to be
used in making a determination that a licensee is complying
with the EPA Standards. These methods should receive as broad
an input and review as possible.

Attachment:
As stated

cc: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal
Commissioner Zech
OGC
OPE
ACRS



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20555

CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
submitted formal comments on the Environmental Protection
Agency's proposed environmental standards for management and
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among other
things, we stated our view that the proposed "assurance
requirements" and "procedural requirements" contained in those
proposed standards involved matters of implementation and thus
went beyond the limits of EPA's jurisdiction.

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman
Roberts and Former Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively,
agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC should attempt to
develop modifications to 10 CFR Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural
requirements. EPA could then delete these requirements or
make them applicable only to facilities not licensed by the
NRC, eliminating any potential problems -f jurisdictional
overlap.

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several
proposed changes to Part 60 which have been worked out by the
NRC and EPA staff (text enclosed). Consistent with the
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, the Commission
will propose these changes for incorporation into Part 60 now
that the final EPA high-level waste standards have been
published. The NRC staff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, incorporating both these wording changes
and other conforming amendments, to the Commission within 120
days.

The Commission appreciates the cooperation shown by the EPA
staff in working to reach this agreement.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino

Enclosure:
Proposed changes to

10 CFR Part 60



EPA ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND

PROPOSED CHANGES TO PART 60

l.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(a) Active institutional controls over disposal sites should be
maintained for as long a period of time as is practicable after disposal;
however, performance assessments that assess isolation of the wastes from
the accessible environment shall not consider any contributions from active
institutional controls for more than 100 years after disposal.

(In Working Draft No. 8 "active institutional control' means: (1) controlling
access to a disposal site by any means other than passive institutional
controls, (2) performing maintenance operations or remedial actions at a site,
(3) controlling or cleaning up releases from a site, or (4) monitoring
parameters related to disposal system performance.)

b. -Discussion:

The Cominssion's existing provisions (§60.52) related to license termination
will determine the length of time for which institutional controls should be
maintained, and there is therefore no need to alter Part 60 based on the
first part of this assurance requirement.

The second part of this assurance requirement would require that "active"
institutional controls be excluded from consideration (after 100 years) when
the Commission assesses the isolation characteristics of a repository. The
NRC staff understands that remedial actions (or other active institutional
controls) would not be relied upon under Part 60 to compensate for a poor site
or inadequate engineered barriers. However, in the definition of
"unanticipated events and processes," Part 60 expressly contemplates that,
in assessing human intrusion scenarios, the Commission would assume that
"institutions are able to assess risk and to take remedial action at a level
of social organization and technological competence equivalent to, or superior
to, that which was applied in initiating the processes or events concerned"
(emphasis added). Therefore, it might appear at first blush that Part 60 is
at odds with the draft EPA standards.



2.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(b) Disposal systems shall be monitored after disposal to detect any
substantial and detrimental deviations from expected performance. This
monitoring shall be done with techniques that do not jeopardize the isolation
of the wastes and shall be conducted until there are no significant concerns
to be addressed by further monitoring.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 currently requires completion of a performance confirmation program
prior to repository closure, but does not require monitoring during the period
following closure but prior to license termination. The Commission chose not
to require post-closure monitoring because of doubts about the usefulness of
such monitoring and because of fears that monitoring in or near a repository
after closure could degrade repository performance. The type of monitoring
envisioned by EPA does not involve direct monitoring of the repository itself
(which might degrade repository performance). Rather, EPA proposes monitoring
of such parameters as regional groundwater flow characteristics. The NRC
agrees that such monitoring may, in some cases, provide desirable information
beyond that which would be obtained in the performance confirmation program
which Part 60 now requires to be continued until permanent closure. The NRC
therefore proposes to require monitoring as an extension of performance
confirmation, as appropriate, when such monitoring can be conducted without
degrading repository performance.

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add to §60.21(c) a new I (9) as follows:

(9) A general description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository.

Renumber the current 1 (9) through (15) accordingly.

Revise §60.51(a)(1) to read:

(1) A detailed description of the program for post-permanent closure
monitoring of the geologic repository in accordance with §60.144. As a
minimum, this description shall:

i) identify those parameters that will be monitored;
ii) indicate how each parameter will be used to evaluate the expected

performance of the repository; and
(iii) discuss the length of time over which each parameter should be

monitored to adequately confirm the expected performance of the repository.



3.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(c) Disposal sites shall be designated by the most permanent markers,
records, and other passive institutional controls practicable to indicate
the dangers of the wastes and their location.

b. Discussion:

No revisions to Part 60 are needed. 560.21(c)(8), 60.51(a)(2), and 60.121
contain equivalent provisions.
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5.a. EPA Assurance Requirement:

(e) Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible
resources, or where there is a significant concentration of any material that
is not widely available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting
disposal. sites. Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroleum
or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground waters that are
either irreplaceable because there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the
preservation of unique and sensitive ecosystems. Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this Part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of
being disturbed in the future.

b. Discussion:

Part 60 contains provisions equivalent to this assurance requirement in
§60.122(c)(17), (18) and (19). Part 60 does not, however, address "a
significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from
other sources.

It is possible that the economic value of materials could change in the future
in a way which might attract future exploration or development detrimental to
repository performance. The NRC proposes to add an additional potentially
adverse condition to Part 60 related to significant concentrations of material
that is not widely available from other sources. As with the other potentially
adverse conditions, the presence of such a condition would require an
evaluation of the effect of the condition on repository performance as
specified in §60.122(a)(2)(ii), but would not preclude selection of a site for
repository construction. (It should be noted that DOE's siting guidelines
contain an identical provision in 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1.)

c. Proposed Changes to Part 60:

Add a new ¶ (18) to §60.122(c) as follows:

(18) The~presence of significant concentrations of any
naturally-occurring material that is not widely available from other sources.

Renumber the current ¶ (18) through (21) accordingly.
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RESPONSE SHEET

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER ZECH

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRON1MENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED ________ DISAI
NOT PARTICIPATING_

PPROVED ABSTAIN_ _

REQUEST DISCUSSION_

COMMENTS:

44?�

Entered on "AS'

SECRETARIAT NOTE:

YES NO c, Q P r
JJA IE

PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80
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TO:

RISPNSE SHEET

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED X DISAPPROVED_ ABSTAI N_ _

NOT PARTICIPATING__

COMMENTS: Approve letter a

REQUEST DISCUSSION_

s modified. See attached.

I would urge the staff to submit to the Commission the
rulemaking package for conforming Part 60 in less than
120 days.

- I I

Entered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE:

N O _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

/%7ff7 /---7 HAVE -f~_ _7 .IJiAIL

PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555
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OFFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) submitted formal
comments on the Environmental Protection Agency's proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among

,other things, we stated our view that the proposed "assurance requirements" and
"procedural requirements' contained in those proposed standards involved
matters of implementation and thus went beyond the limits of EPA's
jurisdiction.

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman Roberts and Former
Administrator Ruckelshaus, respectively, agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC
should attempt to develop modifications to Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural requirements. EPA could
then delete these requirements or make them applicable only to facilities not
licensed by the NRC, eliminating any potential problems of Jurisdictional
overlap. Y( etwwossth-

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several proposed changes to
Part 60 which have been worked out by the NRC and EPA staff"(text enclosed).
[The-otmmissoen-f4nds the-wording-of these changCa nrstdI an onsistent
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Actwll propose these
changes for incorporation into Part 60 after publication of the final EPA
high-level waste standards. The NRC staff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, incorporating both these wording changes and other
conforming amendments, to the Commission within 120 days after publication of
the final EPA standards.

d< appreciatethe cooperation shown by the EPA staff in working to reach this
toyIwI05 greement.

Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman

Enclosure: Proposed changes to
10 CFR Part 60
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RESPONSE SHEET

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY'S ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

APPROVED_ I_____ .If DISAPPROV ED___
CIPATING REQUEST DISCUSSION.

BSTAIN_

NOT PARTII

COMMENTS:
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YES
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NO
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DAILEntered on "AS"

SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE-ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SEC.Y FORM DEC. 80
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

FFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Lee Thomas
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

On May 10 and 11, 1982 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) submitted formal
comments on the Environmental Protection Agency's proposed environmental
standards for management and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Among
other things, we stated our view that the proposed "assurance requirements and
"procedural requirements" contained in those proposed standards involved
matters of implementation and thus went beyond the limits of EPA's
jurisdiction.

In letters dated July 19 and August 15, 1984 Acting Chairman Roberts and Former
Administrator Ruckelshauss respectively, agreed that the staffs of EPA and NRC
should attempt to develop modifications to Part 60 to incorporate the
principles of EPA's proposed assurance and procedural requirements. EPA could
then delete these requirements or make them app picable only to facilities not-
licensed by the NRC, eliminating any potential problems of jurisdictional
overlap.

The NRC staff recently reported to the Commission several proposed changes to
Part 60 which have been worked out by the NRC and EPA staff (text enclosed).
The Commission finds the wording of these changes acceptable and, consistent
with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, will propose these
changes for incorporation into Part 60 blieetemmW the final EPA
high-level waste standards The NRC taff anticipates submittal of a
rulemaking package, inco orating th these wording changes and other
conforming amendments o the C ission within Jietdays,.afer+or !.l44 Ir 11f

p appreciattert cooperati shown by the EPA staff in working to reach this
agreement./

#4OIf awed Sincerely,

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman

Enclosure: Proposed changes to
10 CFR Part 60
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SUBJECT: SECY-85-272 - REPORT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
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SECRETARIAT NOTE:- PLEASE ALSO RESPOND TO AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.

NRC-SECY FORM DEC. 80
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